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executIVe suMMary

Between 1997 and the summer of 2008, the Government had 

considerable success in its efforts to tackle unemployment 

and reduce the number of people claiming inactive benefits. 

increasingly sophisticated active labour market programmes to 

get workless people to seek employment have been an important 

element of that success. in the face of rising unemployment, the 

challenge for such policies is now greater than ever. 

From the establishment of the first labour exchanges in 1910, 

the importance of publicly funded employment services has 

long been recognised: spells of unemployment are damaging 

to individuals’ wellbeing and reduce their future employment 

chances and wages; the social security payments associated with 

unemployment are highly costly for taxpayers; and productive 

matches of employee skills and employer needs are beneficial to 

both parties and society more broadly. 

in recent years, active labour market policies have developed 

to reflect our improved understanding of the importance of better 

job search efforts in reducing aggregate unemployment. current 

policy combines the threat of benefit reductions with the helping 

hand of employment services to encourage and support people 

to find work. Services are largely based on the idea of a linear 

journey through the system: from losing a job, through a spell of 

unemployment, to finding a new job, at which point the story ends. 

But better data on employment patterns of individuals over time 

has revealed that, for many people of working age in the uK, this is 

not an accurate representation of their labour market experience. 

each year, millions of people make repeat claims on Jobseeker’s 

Allowance (JSA), income Support (iS) and the employment Support 

Allowance (eSA), demonstrating their weak attachment to the 

labour market. Known as ‘revolving door’ employment – as it 
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represents a high frequency cycle into and out of employment 

– this is a phenomenon which calls for a very different approach 

to employment services. Revolving door employment and the 

dynamic nature of the employment challenge mean that, rather 

than having services aimed at getting someone into work as quickly 

as possible, a more nuanced definition of employment service 

success is required: one that is built around achieving sustained 

employment. With unemployment rising rapidly, revolving door 

employment is set to become an even bigger problem in the years 

to come. Tackling it will be the defining challenge of welfare reform 

over the coming decade, and one that this report seeks to address.

the scale, drivers and costs of revolving door employment
The scale of revolving door employment is difficult accurately to 

assess. Nevertheless, the best available data suggests that this 

largely hidden problem is substantial. Administrative data on JSA 

claims suggests that some 40% of claimants who find work reclaim 

JSA within six months. in other words, headline claimant count 

figures mask a huge amount of churn involving millions of repeat 

claimants from year to year. evidence for low levels of sustained 

employment among claimants of other benefits tells a similar story. 

Moreover, revolving door employment is not a problem that 

only appears when unemployment is low. evidence going back to 

the late 1980s suggests that the proportion of people reclaiming 

benefits after a short period in work remains largely constant over 

the economic cycle. Achieving sustained employment outcomes 

is therefore not a luxury policy goal meriting attention only when 

headline unemployment is low, but an essential part of the policy 

solution in today’s challenging economic climate.

There are a huge range of factors, relating both to the 

individual and the job at hand, that have an influence on whether 

a person will sustain employment once in work. For example, job 

quality and the financial gains from employment are important 
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factors associated with the job itself. At an individual level, caring 

responsibilities or recurrent health conditions can also affect 

sustainability of employment.

But at least some part of the phenomenon stems from the 

nature of the uK labour market: both temporary jobs and a low 

level of employment protection can hamper sustainability. For 

those stuck in revolving door employment, the end of a temporary 

job is stated as the single most important reason for leaving work. 

Weaker employment protection legislation in the uK means that, 

while there are relatively low levels of long-term unemployment, 

rates of churn in the unemployed population are high. 

But this does not mean that the answer to the churn problem is 

to implement greater employment protection. evidence suggests 

that to do so would be to trade revolving door employment for a 

deeper insider-outsider divide of more long-term unemployment 

and more protected permanent employment. This would likely 

lower aggregate labour demand, introduce entrenched labour 

market inequality and reduce the economy’s capacity to cope with 

macroeconomic shocks such as the current recession. 

Rather, the answer is to develop a welfare-to-work system that 

places employment sustainability at its centre, instead of focusing 

on achieving job starts. What is needed is an employment service 

that is built around an appreciation of the dynamic nature of the uK 

labour market, and is sufficiently flexible and well-resourced to tailor 

the help it offers to individuals with unique sets of circumstances. 

employment services must be able to help people to navigate the 

turbulence of the labour market by assisting them to link up spells 

of temporary work and then move into more stable employment.

Interventions to promote sustained employment
The persistence, scale and costs of revolving door employment 

raise an important question for employment services: what levers 
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exist to achieve sustained employment and which, if any of them, 

are effective? There are broadly three types of policy intervention 

that have been explored, both in the uK and internationally. 

First, there are financial incentives offered to individuals who 

retain their employment. However, evidence from a range of 

programmes indicates that cash retention incentives are only one 

possible approach rather than a comprehensive solution. in some 

cases retention payments appear to have brought forward the 

employment of eligible groups. But there is little evidence that they 

increase the long-term employment rates by boosting sustainability.

Second, human capital approaches seek to develop people’s 

skills, thus enabling them to progress in work and making 

sustained employment more likely. The effectiveness of human 

capital approaches varies hugely with the type of intervention, 

the quality of the provision and the suitability for each individual. 

classroom based training is generally not as effective as job 

search support. in contrast, work trials and intermediate labour 

markets follow a more praxis-orientated approach and can, in 

some circumstances, be more successful than pure work search 

interventions. Across the full range of human capital interventions, 

tailoring to individual capabilities and labour market needs is 

essential, as is a clear focus on achieving employment outcomes. 

But beyond this, evidence on the effectiveness of specific kinds 

of programmes is thin.

Third, job search support and advice is a major area of 

innovation among employment service providers. Dedicated 

advisers aim to achieve the best employee-employer match before 

the person starts work, and in some cases also provide support once 

they return to work, for example by offering helpline or mediation 

services for employees and employers. But, here again, the range of 

approaches is many and varied, with little clear evidence to isolate 

the cost-effectiveness of any one intervention. 
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This lack of conclusive evidence on the superiority of any one 

intervention partly reflects the fact that the various approaches 

have rarely been isolated and reliably evaluated, but also indicates 

that what works can vary hugely from person to person. This is 

particularly true for those jobseekers facing severe or multiple 

barriers to employment and implies that, to be successful, 

employment services need to make use of a wide range of possible 

interventions tailored to individual needs. 

This conclusion clearly demonstrates the fundamental problem 

with trying centrally to determine how employment services 

should operate. The package of interventions that works for a given 

person is unique to them, so support needs to be personalised 

to be effective. Decisions about how to ration support between 

jobseekers need to be taken by the people with the necessary 

information to do so, on the basis of individual needs: by front-

line providers rather than Whitehall policymakers. Aside from the 

intrinsic benefits of flexibility, the complexity of the welfare-to-

work challenge implies that a pluralistic approach is needed. Since 

evidence on effective interventions is so incomplete, innovation is 

essential. in other words, there is a clear need for wider application 

of market principles.

What does this mean for policymakers? it implies that the 

question of how to configure employment services becomes 

less about seeking and implementing from the centre specific 

interventions that appear to lead to sustained employment, and 

more about creating a system within which providers work to 

achieve flexibility, accountability and innovation. Policy attention 

should focus on how these structures operate, rather than targeting 

specific kinds of intervention at broad categories of jobseekers 

determined in Whitehall. currently, a number of systemic problems 

limit the ability of uK employment service providers to deliver 

sustained outcomes. 
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the current employment services system - how does it 
measure up?
The evidence suggests that an employment service system able to 

achieve sustained employment must succeed in three broad areas:

1. classification: it must be able to identify jobseekers with 

weak attachment to the labour market. 

2. Resource allocation: it must provide the flexibility and 

incentives to allow service providers to tailor their support 

and engage jobseekers.

3. outcomes: it must drive service providers’ performance 

on the basis of carefully defined sustained employment 

outcomes rather than simple proxies, which can lead to 

unintended consequences.

Classification. under the current system jobseekers on the 

main programmes of eSA and JSA are classified according to 

two key characteristics: whether or not the person has a work-

limiting disability, and the length of their current benefit claim. 

This classification policy effectively hides from the system those 

people who are caught in revolving door employment, by failing 

to take account of people’s differing labour market attachment in 

any systematic way. 

Resource allocation. The successful allocation of resources to 

those who need the most support is an important principle for 

any cost-effective and fair employment service system. Rationing 

is desirable and necessary, but the relevant question is about 

how it is done. The current crude categorisation described above 

creates four related problems for the effectiveness of the existing 

welfare system. 

•	 First, categorisation by personal characteristics, such as 

disability, is often unhelpful. evidence suggests there 

is substantial variation in job-readiness within both the 
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JSA and eSA groups and the intensive support regimes 

for the two programmes are increasingly similar. Further, 

the determining characteristic for eSA – the existence of a 

health condition – is not necessarily any more important 

a characteristic in determining employability than are 

some others. For these reasons, the continued separation 

between employment services for these two client 

groups looks somewhat anomalous.

•	 Second, excessive reliance on categorising jobseekers by 

the length of their benefit claim can exacerbate the labour 

market disengagement of those who need help immediately. 

The rationale for this lies in the need to avoid the substantial 

deadweight costs associated with directing unnecessary 

support at the majority of jobseekers who move back into 

work quickly. But crude categorisation based on centrally 

determined rules about claim length risks compounding the 

problems of those who need the most help, either because 

they face substantial barriers to work or because they have 

a patchy work history. The challenge is therefore to identify 

those in need of greater support at an earlier stage, but under 

the current system there is limited scope to do so, and little 

freedom to explore ways in which this might be done without 

increasing deadweight costs. 

•	 Third, categorisation tends to distort decisions about 

resource allocation. central allocation of both employment 

programmes and expenditure means that service delivery 

agencies can face perverse incentives to minimise 

programme spend, rather than overall cost to taxpayers, 

when it comes to allocating support. Jobcentre Plus staff 

have, in the past, reported that they are discouraged from 

fast-tracking too many jobseekers onto more specialised 

programmes for reasons of cost. An excessive focus on 

departmental expenditure, rather than the significant 
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overall costs for the taxpayer, can therefore lead to 

ineffective use of resources.

•	 Fourth, the categorisation of jobseekers creates multiple 

overlapping employment service contracts. under the 

main parts of the welfare-to-work system from october 

2009, three separate programmes - Jobcentre Plus core 

services, Pathways to Work, and the Flexible New Deal - 

operate in the same geographical areas, often duplicating 

the infrastructure necessary to deliver employment 

services. Massive overlap in contracting creates a costly 

administrative burden both for the Department for Work 

and Pensions (DWP) and for the private and third sector 

providers bidding for contracts.  in some cases, smaller 

organisations may be excluded from involvement in the 

market by the current costly bidding process. Multiple 

contracts also deny economies of scale, which many 

recognise to be crucial to delivering effective employment 

services, particularly for the hardest to help.

Outcomes. Finally, the existing system provides a poorly 

coordinated patchwork of outcome targets across the different 

programmes. A major contributory factor to the revolving door 

employment problem is that length of employment spell does 

not form a significant part of Jobcentre Plus’s Job outcome 

Targets. yet, with the ending of temporary employment the 

single most common reason for returning to JSA, existing 

incentives are clearly inadequate to facilitate the transition from 

temporary employment opportunities into more permanent 

work. instead, the cycle is re-enforced as claimants dropping out 

of work return to Jobcentre Plus and begin the whole costly and 

time-consuming process over again. 

While longer-range outcome targets are in place for private 

providers operating Pathways and Flexible New Deal contracts, 
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these targets are also problematic. evaluation evidence suggests 

that, while providers are generally highly effective at hitting the 

targets they are set, the sustainability rates of their clients after the 

target date are no better than those for clients on other programmes. 

it is clear that, if their outcomes are to be both beneficial and cost-

effective, providers’ incentives should be recast to encourage them 

to take a longer-term view of sustainability objectives. 

overall, while the current welfare-to-work system proceeds 

from a top-down approach to resource allocation, there are 

still many ways in which it tries to build in flexibility and target 

more sustained employment outcomes. Nevertheless, there are 

numerous bottlenecks, inconsistencies and inefficiencies in the 

approach.  The key question for policymakers is: how can they 

create a system that uses resources efficiently while also tailoring 

support to very specific individual needs? 

the dIrectIon oF welFare reForM For the next 
decade

over the coming decade, in the wake of a severe recession, re-

engaging large numbers of people in the labour market will be 

a defining challenge. Simultaneously, the squeeze on public 

spending will necessitate radical improvements to value for 

money in all aspects of government spending, including welfare-

to-work. The danger is that an obsessive focus on reducing 

departmental programme expenditure may frustrate efforts at 

reducing overall costs to the taxpayer by re-engaging people in 

sustained employment. 

in addressing the problems described above – classification, 

resource allocation, and outcomes – the move towards outcome-

based commissioning in some areas of the welfare system is 

the right one.  But the Government is implementing these 

insights neither quickly nor radically enough. The following 
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recommendations provide a blueprint for an employment 

service system capable of addressing the sustained employment 

challenge over the next decade. 

Classification. An important principle that underpins the 

recommendations made here is that a particular characteristic 

may be relevant to, but should not solely determine, the level of 

support an individual receives. But one glaring omission in the 

way support is currently allocated is the lack of any information 

on a jobseeker’s past attachment to the labour market. This is a 

major cause of the invisibility of the revolving door employment 

problem from the system’s perspective. A cumulative measure of 

recent unemployment – an ‘attachment indicator’ – would make 

revolving door employment visible within the system and allow 

advisers to respond appropriately to the challenge of managing 

the jobseeker’s case over time.

recommendation 1: DWP should use administrative data to 

create a labour market ‘attachment indicator’ for all claimants to 

identify and support jobseekers with broken work histories. 

Resource allocation. Rather than trying to figure out what works 

for broad groups of jobseekers and determining the necessary 

interventions centrally, policymakers should instead set a framework 

within which intervention decisions can be devolved right down to 

the adviser level. This would allow the information available to the 

adviser – but invisible to the system – to be brought to bear in 

decisions about the appropriate support for individual jobseekers. 

The challenge lies in administering such devolution without losing 

accountability or control of costs. 

While the outcome-based commissioning framework of 

the Flexible New Deal and Pathways to Work represents a 
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powerful tool to square this circle, the approach is not reflected 

in the system as a whole. This means that much of the power 

of outcome-based commissioning is lost, since most claimants 

have to wait until late in their claim to receive the support they 

need. But flexibility over the timing of an intervention to support 

a jobseeker, just as much as flexibility over the nature of that 

intervention, is crucial to achieving cost-effective and sustained 

employment outcomes. Similarly, the distinctions between 

the employment support programmes offered to claimants of 

different benefits should end.

Therefore, employment support for all eSA and JSA recipients at 

all stages of their claim should be delivered by the same providers. 

under this plan, individuals would be supported from the first day 

of their claim to the last by the same employment service provider 

in multi-client groups. The resulting higher caseloads would allow 

contracts to cover smaller geographical areas, while benefiting 

from the same economies of scale as currently exist. This would 

increase the scope for the system to leverage the greater local 

knowledge of some service providers. Alternatively, intra-regional 

competition between providers, driven by jobseeker choice, could 

be introduced more widely without creating unviable caseloads. 

A payment-by-results approach throughout the system would 

ensure that providers have the necessary flexibility to tailor 

interventions, incentives to innovate, and accountability to ensure 

taxpayer value for money. 

recommendation 2: DWP should introduce multi-client 

group employment services to allow support to be directed 

according to individual need from the first day of benefit claims. 

These should be operated on a payment-by-results basis, with 

contracts allocated by competitive tender.
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There is significant evidence that non-state contractors 

operating under a payment-by-results system can achieve more 

effective results at lower cost than can Jobcentre Plus operating 

under centrally driven resource allocation. But it is less clear 

whether the success of payment-by-results derives from the 

involvement of private or third sector contractors themselves, 

or is simply related to the greater flexibility that these providers 

enjoy compared to Jobcentre Plus. it seems likely that the 

legal form of the delivery organisations is less important to the 

system’s success than the fact that organisations are embedded 

in a framework that clearly rewards the achievement of job 

outcomes and encourages pluralism, flexibility and innovation. 

in fact, there is good reason to retain some public sector delivery 

within the proposed system.

recommendation 3: All sectors should be involved in a mixed 

market of provision to facilitate richer choice for jobseekers and 

allow government to identify and close loopholes for gaming 

the system.

Outcomes. To support jobseekers beyond the first day of 

employment, providers need to have clear sustainability targets 

that are consistent for all employment services. longer-range 

sustainability targets, beyond the six months currently stipulated 

under the Flexible New Deal, are desirable if the more expensive 

employment support programmes are to be cost-effective. Such 

targets, by encouraging better-quality job matches rather than 

the attainment of quick outcomes, would also help to ensure that 

providers focus more closely on achieving sustained employment 

over a significant time-frame. As with the payment structure for 

achieving job outcomes, sustainability payments should be based 

on an escalator payment structure, to reflect the varying difficulties 

of achieving sustained employment for different jobseekers. uK 
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employment law affords employees greater rights after the first year 

of employment. Targets for providers should work with the grain of 

this legislation and be set at just over one year, or 53 weeks. 

recommendation 4: DWP should introduce 53-week 

sustainability targets across all employment services, including 

Jobcentre Plus, matched by an escalator payment. 

one obvious danger with strong cash incentives for achieving 

sustained job outcomes is that they can bias providers against 

helping those jobseekers they consider least likely to stick at the 

new job. They also risk making providers averse to promoting 

temporary employment at all, when in fact temporary jobs are 

an important part of the uK labour market and, ultimately, of the 

sustained employment solution. The real challenge, therefore, is to 

structure incentives in a way to ensure that service providers turn 

temporary jobs into stepping stones to permanent employment. 

Rather than jobseekers returning to the start of the JSA regime 

on leaving employment, as they currently do, there is a clear need 

to create incentives for providers to take on more of a brokerage 

approach to employment support. To encourage them to strike the 

right balance between the opportunities and risks of temporary 

employment, providers should be paid on a cumulative basis for 

the time their clients spend in work over a given period. This would 

give service providers strong incentives to manage the next steps 

for a client coming to the end of a temporary employment spell.

recommendation 5: Providers should receive an outcome 

payment that is proportional to the amount of time their client 

spends in employment over a given period, rather than based on 

snapshot assessments.
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Recent innovations have established the building blocks for a 

modern employment service. The proposals of this report provide 

a blueprint for the direction of reform over the next decade. A 

focus on sustained employment offers the prospect of delivering 

a step-change to the fairness and efficiency in the welfare-to-work 

system of the future.
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chaPter 1: a hIdden ProBleM

Since 1997, the Government has had considerable success in its efforts 

to tackle unemployment and reduce the number of people claiming 

inactive benefits. There have been three main pillars of this success: 

a long period of benign macroeconomic conditions, which ended in 

late 2007; policies to make work pay; and increasingly sophisticated 

active labour market programmes to get workless people to seek 

employment. During 2007, international labour organisation (ilo) 

unemployment was at record lows of around 5%  and workless 

benefit claim numbers were also falling.1

indeed, active labour market policies that have been designed 

around Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA) claimants are now being 

extended to claimants of incapacity Benefit/employment and 

Support Allowance (iB/eSA), previously known as ‘inactive’ 

benefits. Activation involves two key elements: the introduction 

of ‘conditionality’ to benefit receipt, whereby benefits can be 

withdrawn if the recipient is unable to demonstrate that they are 

trying to find work; and work search support to assist jobseekers 

through employment services. 

The role of both benefit conditionality and employment services 

is usually seen as being to reduce ‘frictional’ unemployment – the 

search time it takes for workers with the right skills and employers 

with the right needs to find one another. As layard et al. have 

argued, from the macroeconomic perspective, the equilibrium rate 

of unemployment depends partly on what they term the ‘search 

effectiveness’ of the unemployed.2  The threat of benefit reduction is 

therefore supposed to encourage recipients to search harder, while 

employment services are supposed to help by facilitating exchange 

1   This is based on the ilo definition of unemployment,  “international labour organization”, http://laborsta.

ilo.org/STP/guest.

2   Richard layard, Stephen Nickell and Richard Jackman, Unemployment: Macroeconomic Performance and the 

Labour Market (oxford: oxford university Press, 2005).
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of information between employers and would-be employees. This 

report focuses on the design and nature of employment services in 

this endeavour. 

The importance of the state’s role in subsidising and improving 

job search is clear.

•	  First, not finding work quickly is costly on many fronts. For 

an unemployed person, long periods of unemployment 

are damaging in terms of their own wellbeing, but they also 

reduce future employment chances and earning power, as 

skills depreciate. The financial costs to the exchequer of 

prolonged unemployment are substantial, and come in the 

form of benefit payments and reduced tax revenues.

•	  Second, productive matches of employee and employer 

have significant returns for both, as well as for society 

more broadly. Giving people a wider range of vacancies to 

choose from, and employers a wider range of candidates, 

improves the chances that the job found will involve 

a better match of employee skills to employer needs. 

yet the information networks, which allow for good 

job matches for higher occupational groups, are far less 

developed within low-skill sectors for a variety of reasons.

Since 1910 in the uK, employment services such as the early 

labour exchanges, have sought to address these issues. As 

our understanding of the dynamics of the labour market has 

improved, however, it has become apparent that seeing the role 

of employment services as glorified vacancy listings is insufficient. 

Were people to use employment services very infrequently to find 

permanent employment, this basic provision might be appropriate. 

But better data on employment patterns of individuals over time 

have revealed that, for many people of working age in the uK, 

this is not an appropriate representation of their labour market 
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experience. Millions of people each year, make repeated claims 

on JSA, income Support (iS) and eSA, demonstrating their weak 

attachment to the labour market. Known as ‘revolving door’ 

employment – as it represents a high frequency cycle into and out 

of employment - this is a phenomenon for which a very different 

approach to employment services is required.

While recessions increase the policy focus on the issue of long-

term unemployment, revolving door employment should not solely 

be viewed as an issue of concern in times of low unemployment 

and strong economic growth. National Audit office (NAo) analysis of 

Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) administrative data going 

back to the 1980s shows that unemployment benefit repeat claimants, 

as a proportion of all claimants, remained largely constant over the 

economic cycle.3  This emphasises that the problem is not an ‘extra’, 

to be dealt with only when the currently rising tide of unemployment 

abates, but one that must be addressed now if that rise is to be limited.

in recent years, Government policy has begun to recognise 

the problem of revolving door employment. The introduction of 

sustained employment targets for some jobseekers, for example, has 

contributed to some of the progress made in addressing the issue. But 

the design of the overall system still strongly reflects a static, short-

term interpretation of the employment problem. For the early period 

of an unemployment benefit claim getting a workless person into 

employment for just one day is defined as success. But from what is 

known about the dynamic nature of the employment challenge, it is 

clear that a more nuanced definition of employment service success 

is required: one that is built around achieving sustained employment.

Since June 2008 unemployment has been rising sharply.4 The 

claimant count rose from 835,317  then, to 1,564,978 at the time of 

3   National Audit office, Sustainable Employment: Supporting People to Stay in Work and Advance (london: 

HMSo, 2007).

4  “National Statistics online”, http://www.statistics.gov.uk/default.asp 
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writing in May 2009.5  But the employment crisis does not diminish the 

relevance of a sustained employment agenda. indeed, as described 

below, the evidence suggests that re-engineering the employment 

services system to achieve sustained employment outcomes – rather 

than the huge proportion of transitory ones currently attained – would 

help to bring unemployment down. in reality, the recommendations 

that follow from the analysis of this report would take time to 

implement. But they nevertheless represent the elements of the 

system that need to be in place to support people into sustained 

employment once economic recovery comes. 

This chapter seeks to address three questions which motivate the 

analysis of this report:

•	  What is the scale of the revolving door employment problem? 

•	 What are the causes of this phenomenon in the uK?

•	  What are the costs associated with it for individuals and for 

the taxpayer? 

The chapter concludes by considering the broad implications of the 

answers to these questions for the design of the appropriate kind of 

employment services system.

chapter 2 looks at the evidence for the kind of employment service 

interventions that can be successful in helping people into sustained 

employment. chapter 3 then considers the state of the current 

employment service system, showing the ways in which policy has 

tried to achieve value for money, and where the current regime fails 

to achieve an effective sustained employment focus. Finally, chapter 

4 outlines what a re-engineered system should look like, extrapolating 

to the entire system some of the principles that already underpin the 

most innovative parts of the current employment services system. 

5  Nomis”, https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/Default.asp
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As well as providing employment services, Jobcentre Plus 

also administers benefits. Although this is an important role, the 

issue of benefit administration is not addressed in this research. 

While the arguments of the report have wide-ranging implications 

for employment support services, they do not necessarily imply 

alterations to the administration of benefits, the successful 

delivery of which is widely credited to Jobcentre Plus. Nor do the 

recommendations here necessarily imply an end to the co-location 

of employment and benefit administration services. But they do point 

the way to a fairer and more efficient use of resources, which will be 

vital over the next ten years.

in the wake of the current recession, public spending is set to face a 

decade of retrenchment. The institute for Fiscal Studies has suggested 

that departmental expenditure is likely to face a squeeze of some 

2.3% per year in real terms from 2011 to 2014, with further punishing 

cuts likely to be necessary thereafter.6 A re-engineered employment 

service can ultimately save the exchequer a huge amount of money, 

by supporting all jobseekers to sustain employment, rather than 

allowing them to cycle in and out of unemployment. While the 

changes suggested here are not necessarily compatible with reduced 

departmental programme costs, they have great potential to achieve 

much better value for money and reduce expenditure on benefits 

and credits. The need for a step change in performance over the next 

decade is clear, and the opportunity to do so should not be missed.

1. what Is the scale oF the reVolVIng door eMPloyMent 
ProBleM?

The scale of revolving door employment is complicated to determine for 

a range of reasons. First, administrative benefit data - the best available 

information tracking people’s employment patterns over time - only 

6   Gemma Tetlow, “iFS Budget 2009 Presentation”, http://www.ifs.org.uk/budgets/budget2009/public_

spending.pdf.
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captures claimants of unemployment benefits, rather than all unemployed 

people. Second, claimants of different types of benefits (such as JSA 

and eSA) are categorised differently – according to their support needs 

– even though claimants of either benefit may be seeking work. Third, 

administrative quirks, such as benefit claim appeals, or a recipient’s failure 

to sign on, can lead to apparent repeat claims when jobseekers re-apply. 

This gives the impression of revolving door employment, when in fact 

no employment spell occurred. Finally there are questions around the 

necessary length of time between claims for a person to be described as 

cycling between employment and unemployment. 

Nevertheless, on most measures, revolving door employment 

is a substantial problem today, and has been so for some 

time. Perhaps the most useful picture of pathways from JSA to 

employment and back again is contained in a study undertaken 

for DWP which  surveyed a sample of new JSA claimants in 2003-04 

to better understand patterns of ‘recycling’ amongst claimants. it 

found that, for those claiming JSA, a pattern of cycling between 

benefits and work is very common. The authors identified “an 

increasing concentration of unemployment within a challenging 

client group who repeatedly claim JSA without finding sustained 

employment between claims.”7  indeed, the study found that 54% 

of JSA recipients were repeat claimants who had claimed at least 

once before in the last four years. Among this group, the mean 

number of previous claims was three, averaging a total combined 

time of one year on JSA.8 

A further study of DWP administrative data undertaken by the 

NAo in 2007 found that, of the 2.4 million JSA claims made in any 

one pre-recession year, 70% were repeat claims of some kind.9  Based 

on this study, the House of commons Public Accounts committee 

7   Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, by Hannah carpenter (london: 

HMSo, 2006), 7.

8  ibid ., 15.

9  National Audit office, Sustainable Employment: Supporting People to Stay in Work and Advance.
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found that, of those who move from benefits into work, more than 

a fifth were found to reclaim the benefit within 13 weeks and 40% 

within six months.10 But while many unemployed people reclaim 

JSA reasonably quickly, even these figures may overstate how likely 

JSA claimants are to sustain their employment. For sub six-month 

JSA claimants, one recent study analysing data from 2004-05, shows 

that, regardless of whether or not they reclaimed JSA, around 40% 

of those who found work had left it again within three months, 

almost 58% within six months and around 73% in the first year.11  

But current JSA claimants are not the only group of interest here. 

The internationally accepted definition of unemployment differs 

from the JSA claimant count largely because some unemployed 

people are ineligible to claim JSA due to their partner’s income, 

or because some of the people looking for work (and therefore 

unemployed on the international labour organization definition) 

are claiming other benefits such as iB/eSA or iS.12 While JSA 

claimants represent the bulk of unemployed people, claimants of 

other benefits who seek work often demonstrate similarly weak 

connections to the labour market when they move into and out 

of employment. in respect of repeated claims for iB, administrative 

data show that 32% of iB recipients are repeat claimants, with 18% 

having claimed either iB or JSA at least once before in the previous 

two years and 13% having claimed before but not in the previous 

two years.13 in respect of iS, likewise, according to 2008 figures, 

around 55% of all iS recipients are repeat claimants.14 

 

10   House of commons committee of Public Accounts, Sustainable Employment: Supporting People to Stay in 

Work and Advance (london: HMSo, 2008).

11   Department for Work and Pensions, Experience of Work and Job Retention Among Lone Parents: An Evidence 

Review, by yeo Alasdair (london: HMSo, 2007), 47.

12   Andrew Machin, “comparisons Between unemployment and the claimant count,” Labour Market Trends 

(2004), 59.

13   Department for Work and Pensions, Routes Onto Incapacity Benefit: Findings From a Survey of Recent 

Claimants, by Peter A. Kemp and Jacqueline Davidson (london: HMSo, 2007), 82.

14     “DWP Tabulation Tool”, http://www.dwp.gov.uk/asd/tabtool.asp.
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Among lone parents who enter work, a recent analysis of DWP 

administrative data from 2004-05 suggests that some 53% have 

left again within six months.15  While this is marginally better than 

the average for all client groups combined (a 58% drop-out rate by 

month six), it is important to note that these working lone parents 

were voluntarily seeking employment, in contrast to jobseekers on 

mandatory programmes such as JSA. Similar figures for people with 

a health condition or disability show that around 58% have dropped 

out of work by month six. 

the impact of recent reforms
The major changes currently underway in the welfare system mean 

that those people claiming what used to be labelled ‘inactive benefits’ 

are set to become a much more significant group for employment 

services. While voluntary programmes such as the New Deal for 

Disabled People have been around for some time, active labour 

market programmes will now become mandatory for the majority of 

people claiming inactive benefits and questions about how to foster 

sustained employment will become a growing issue. Box 1.1 outlines 

some of the key changes that are taking effect and their impact on 

the composition of the JSA claimant population. 

Box 1.1: recent and forthcoming changes to the Jsa population

Since october 2008, people who would have claimed iB or iS on incapacity 

grounds are now eligible for the employment and Support Allowance 

(eSA). Within eSA they are allocated to two programmes. Those who are 

not expected to work, due to severe disability, form the Support Group, 

where participation in work programmes is entirely voluntary. All other 

claimants - anticipated to be 90% of eSA claimantsa - must attend the Work 

Related Activity Group, which aims to prepare them to enter employment. 

Meanwhile a tougher Work capability Assessment is likely to restrict access 

to eSA for claimants, turning many more onto JSA than was the case under 

15     Department for Work and Pensions, Experience of Work and Job Retention Among Lone Parents: An Evidence 

Review, 47.
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iB. indeed, off-flows from JSA to eSA/iB, previously standing at around 7-8% 

of JSA claimants each month, has fallen to 3% since the introduction of eSA, 

suggesting that a much more stringent work search regime for would-be 

iB claimants is now in place.

The benefit system for lone parents is also changing radically. Since 

November 2008 all lone parents whose youngest child is 12-or-older 

have been moved onto JSA and are required to prepare for employment, 

adding around 100,000 people to JSA claimant count.b By 2010 this will be 

compulsory for all lone parents whose youngest child is seven-or-older 

adding a further 100,000 to 150,000 to JSA.c These moves are considered 

vital to ensuring targets for boosting employment rates amongst disabled 

people and lone parents are met. For families, sustained employment is one 

of the most effective routes out of poverty.d DWP also hopes these changes 

will empower people who were previously long-term unemployed, giving 

them the confidence and support to re-enter the labour market. 

a     Department for Work and Pensions, employment and Support Allowance, equality impact Assessment (london:

      DWP, 2008), 6.

b   “DWP Tabulation Tool”.

c    ibid.

d     Department for Work and Pensions, Delivering on child Poverty: What Would it Take?, by lisa  Harker (london:

       HMSo, 2006), 14.

 

The centre for economic and Social inclusion has estimated 

that these changes to benefit qualification rules alone will lead to 

a total rise in numbers JSA claimants by 160,000 over the next 18 

months.16  These measures to activate large numbers of previously 

inactive people are very likely to be accompanied by an increase in 

repeated claims. individuals who have least experience in the labour 

market tend to have the weakest connections to employment, and 

are therefore likely to be at greater risk of losing jobs and moving 

into revolving door employment. in this context, if reforms are 

implemented successfully and those further from the labour market 

make up a greater proportion of jobseekers, so a greater focus on 

16   Alex Barker, “PM Faces Prospect of Rising Jobless claims Ahead of the Next election,” Financial Times, July 7, 

2008; Dave Simmonds, Challenges 2009: Make or Break? (london: ceSi, 2008), 5.
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sustainability will be crucial to securing positive outcomes for the 

remainder.

As this section has outlined, revolving door employment is a 

substantial and largely hidden problem in the current uK benefit 

system. With the activation of huge numbers of people who were 

previously left without the support to find work, this problem 

will grow in size unless the employment services system is re-

engineered to address the causes of revolving door employment. 

 

2. what are the drIVers oF reVolVIng door 
eMPloyMent?

Transitory or revolving door employment, then, is a significant aspect of 

the uK labour market. Millions of workers are in unstable employment 

of one form or another, and this comes at a significant cost both to the 

people themselves and to the state. But the reasons for that instability 

are often unclear: is it related to the individual jobseeker, or something 

to do with the structure of the uK labour market? 

At the individual level there are a huge range of factors that 

have an impact on whether or not a person, once in work, sustains 

their employment. Those with a significant impact on employment 

sustainability include: 

•	 the relative financial gains from employment; 

•	  the efficiency and incentive structure of tax and benefit 

administration; 

•	 the suitability of an employee’s skill levels; 

•	  the presence of recurrent health conditions, or significant 

caring responsibilities; 

•	 the availability and ease of transportation; 
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•	 the quality of the job secured;

•	  the existence – or lack of – effective management practices; 

and 

•	  the appropriateness of the job match between employer 

and employee. 

in many of these areas, effective employment services can smooth 

the way to sustained employment. interventions that have been 

deployed to improve sustained employment are discussed in 

chapter 2. 

But the existence of revolving door employment also has roots 

in patterns of labour demand. The next section considers the nature 

of labour demand, placing the uK labour market in international 

context, to draw out some of the reasons why achieving sustained 

employment may prove challenging for uK workers.

temporary Jobs
it might be logical to assume that the uK’s flexible labour market 

manifests itself in a high proportion of temporary jobs in the workforce. 

on the whole, however, this is not the case. in 2007, temporary jobs 

made up just 5.8% of uK employment, compared to an oecD average 

of 14.6%. international comparison of these figures can be misleading, 

however, since what constitutes a temporary job varies between 

countries according to legislation and custom.17  in countries with 

stricter employment Protection legislation (ePl), temporary positions 

are sometimes used as a type of probation period and often turn 

into permanent jobs. in other words, their temporary status does 

not necessarily translate into high job insecurity. But the picture in 

the uK is different.  Here there is much evidence to suggest that 

people leaving benefits for employment are heavily over-represented 

17   organisation for cooperation and Development, OECD Employment Outlook 2002 (Paris: oecD, 2002), 

chapter 3.
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in temporary jobs – a form of employment associated with low-

level occupations. in a survey of those returning to work from JSA, 

Ashworth and liu found that 52% of respondents reported that they 

were entering a temporary job, working under a fixed-term contract 

or had some other non-permanent arrangement.18  

Temporary jobs also appear to be a key factor in the high levels of 

revolving door employment among this group. A DWP survey reveals 

that 47% of repeat JSA claimants (those who have claimed at least 

once before in the last four years) were in a temporary job prior to 

reclaiming.19 of those starting a temporary position, 14% resigned 

and virtually no one was sacked before their contract finished.20 For 

this group then, the natural end of temporary employment, rather 

than dismissal or voluntary resignation, is the most common reason 

for leaving a job and returning to benefits.21 indeed, even where 

employment programmes contain an explicit ambition towards 

sustainability, interviews with service providers confirmed that a 

significant reason for leaving employment was that the employment 

was temporary.22 Figure 1.1 provides an overview of the reasons why 

jobseekers left their last job. 

18   Department for Work and Pensions, Jobseekers’s Allowance - Transitions to Work and Early Returns to JSA: 

Secondary Analysis of the JSA Claimant Survey, by Karl Ashworth and Woon chia liu (london: HMSo, 2001), 

10-11.

19  Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells.

20   Department for Work and Pensions, Jobseekers’s Allowance - Transitions to Work and Early Returns to JSA: 

Secondary Analysis of the JSA Claimant Survey, 3.

21  Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, 27.

22  interview with employment service providers, 06 January 2009, london.
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Figure 1.1: Jobseekers’ reasons for leaving last job

it is worth noting that temporary employment is rarely the desired 

outcome for jobseekers: in the DWP study only 56% of employees 

in temporary jobs reported it was the kind of work they wanted, as 

opposed to 70% of those in permanent positions.23 often jobseekers 

become stuck in a vicious circle, moving from short-term employment 

to short-term employment, making it impossible to build up firm-specific 

skills and hence to achieve permanent employment. Survey results found 

that 41% of respondents who have claimed JSA three or more times over 

four years reported that they only could only find temporary work.24  

yet the high incidence of temporary employment amongst 

those leaving benefits is a situation which is unlikely to change. 

Temporary employment shows little sign of waning in importance 

as a major part of the labour market: in Q4 of 2007 temporary jobs 

accounted for 6.0% of the employed workforce; in Q4 2008, this 

proportion has declined only very slightly to 5.7%. 

23   Department for Work and Pensions, Jobseekers’s Allowance - Transitions to Work and Early Returns to JSA: 

Secondary Analysis of the JSA Claimant Survey, ii.

24  Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, 38.

Source: Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, 27
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But while temporary employment is behind many repeat benefit 

claims, that fact does not necessarily make them ‘bad’ jobs. There is, 

instead, a need to change the way we think about the role of this kind of 

employment. Temporary jobs can be a beneficial aspect of the labour 

market if employment services are designed to reflect and capitalise on 

the opportunities they create. The challenge is to find a way to ensure 

that temporary jobs are used as stepping stones, allowing employees 

to hone a variety of skills and become accustomed to employment, 

before gaining more permanent positions.

Flexible labour markets
intriguingly, the prevalence of temporary employment is lower in countries 

like the uK, which have more flexible labour markets. This apparent paradox 

can be explained by the differences in labour market institutions between 

countries. in less flexible labour markets, with heavier ePl designed to protect 

permanent employees’ jobs, temporary employment usually constitutes 

a high proportion of the workforce, satisfying employers’ needs for less 

costly and risky alternatives. in other words, where it is easier to ‘hire and fire’, 

employers are more comfortable taking on ‘permanent’ employees since 

they can shed that labour relatively easily if economic conditions deteriorate. 

consequently, while temporary employment is an important part of the 

explanation for revolving door employment, it is also important to look at the 

effect of low levels of ePl in the uK on patterns of labour demand.

Box 1.2: employment Protection legislation

ePl determines the flexibility of the labour market and the levels of protection 

available to employees. The organisation for economic cooperation and 

Development (oecD) uses an index of the stringency of ePl in different 

countries based on specific requirements for collective dismissals and the level 

of protection of permanent workers against individual dismissal. This index 

places the uK as the country with the second weakest levels of ePl in the oecD 

for permanent employees in 2003, the most recent year the index was updated.a 

Arguments about the merits of stronger and weaker ePl have raged 

back and forth for decades. The main argument in favour of strong ePl is 
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that it tends to lead to longer job tenure for employees and therefore more 

stable employment patterns in aggregate. All else equal, in labour markets 

with weaker ePl, revolving door employment can be expected to be higher. 

Related to this, ePl is often justified on the grounds that, as discussed above, 

longer job tenures incentivise investment in human capital. if both the 

employer and the employee know that the employment relationship cannot 

be terminated immediately, so the argument goes, they are prepared to 

invest in general but also in firm-specific training. indeed, Hall and Soskice 

argue that this leads political economies with stricter ePl to outdo their 

liberal counterparts in incremental innovation, since they have institutional 

comparative advantage in this area.b 

Moreover, it is argued that greater job stability means that employees 

are more prepared to accept changes elsewhere: tolerance for the impact 

of globalisation in general and technological innovation in particular 

tends to be higher if employees feel that overall there is income security.  

Stricter rules on collective dismissal procedures can provide time both 

for the individual and on a structural level to build contingencies, 

possibly cushioning downturns.c

But strong ePl is no free lunch. under such a regime, failing industries 

are protected, impeding the reallocation of capital and labour to more 

productive activities by holding both in declining businesses or industries, 

and raising the risks associated with new investments. This makes the 

economy vulnerable to competition from elsewhere and reduces its ability to 

respond to shocks. From a social point of view, strict ePl can also be divisive, 

protecting those who are in employment and preventing the unemployed 

from returning to the labour market. This insider-outsider divide is not only a 

problem for the unemployed, but for new entrants to the labour market and 

women returning to the labour market after having children.d 

a    “employment Protection Regulation and labour Market Performance,” in oecD economic outlook 2004, oecD 

economic outlook 2004 (Paris: oecD, 2004), 72. 

b  Peter A. Hall and David Soskice, “An introdcution to Varieties of capitalism,” in Varieties of capitalism, The 

institutional Foundations of comparative Advantage, eds. Peter A. Hall and David Soskice (oxford: oxford 

university Press, 2001), 41.

c  Trade and Structural Adjustment (Paris: oecD, 2005), 12.

d   organisation for economic co-operation and Development, employment Protection: The costs and Benefits 

of Greater Job Security (Paris: organisation for economic co-operation and Development, 2004), 3.
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The uK has among the weakest ePl across the oecD. While there 

are arguments both ways about the efficacy of ePl (for an outline of 

the issues, see Box 1.2), it is likely to be the case that flexible labour 

markets are more desirable in times of rapid economic change, such as 

the current recession. At such times, labour market flexibility is a major 

advantage, allowing capital to move more easily between contracting 

and expanding industries, and minimising the ultimate unemployment 

pain by allowing firms to remain internationally competitive. 

But the uK approach does have implications for sustained 

employment. under strong ePl regimes on-flows to unemployment 

are low, but so are off-flows from it.25  This tends to lead to positive 

figures on employment retention and low rates of cycling in and out 

of employment, but very high rates of long-term unemployment. 

in weak ePl countries, like the uK, by contrast, the opposite appears 

to be true. The effect of ePl across the oecD is subject to the 

idiosyncrasies of domestic policy, industrial structure and social 

norms. However, there does appear to be a positive correlation 

between employment tenure and ePl strength, and between 

unemployment spell length and ePl strength. For example, 

Blanchard shows that similar unemployment rates in the uS and in 

Portugal were composed of very different groups: unemployment 

duration in Portugal is three times the figure in the States.26  

The uK fits this apparent trade-off between high levels 

of revolving door employment and high levels of long-term 

unemployment: it faces higher on-flows to unemployment 

than most other oecD countries, but the incidence of long-

term unemployment is lower than most. So while one of the 

major benefits of weak ePl is that it is associated with reduced 

likelihood that large proportions of the workforce face long-term 

unemployment, it is all too easy to imagine that the unemployment 

25    “employment Protection Regulation and labour Market Performance”, 63.

26      oliver Blanchard and Pedro Portugal, “What Hides Behind an unemployment Rate. comparing Portuguese 

and uS unemployment,” American Economic Review, 91: 1 (2001).
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problem has been solved in a flexible labour market. in fact, it 

appears that a high level of revolving door employment is the 

price paid for minimising long-term unemployment. Figure 1.2 

demonstrates the relationship between strictness of ePl and churn 

in the labour market across the oecD.

Figure 1.2: relation between the strictness of ePl and flows into 

unemployment

indeed, in the available evidence on why JSA claimants left their 

previous job, there is some circumstantial evidence to support this 

view. Around half of all claimants were in non-temporary employment, 

yet most of these claimants had their employment terminated by the 

employers for one reason or another. This suggests both that employers 

find it relatively easy to shed labour, and that they will do so when the 

match between employer and employee is unsatisfactory.

yet, as with temporary jobs, a flexible labour market can be an 

asset, particularly in times of economic turbulence. The problems 

tend to arise only for those on the fringes of the labour market who 

disproportionately comprise the ‘flexible margin.’ These individuals are 
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over-represented in temporary and poor quality jobs, associated with 

low pay, low investment in human capital and a lack of advancement 

opportunities, trapping them in a self-reinforcing cycle of poorly-

paid, short-term employment.27 For most jobs, employers can do 

their share to improve the working environment, career options and 

employee wellbeing. A prominent example is McDonalds, which has 

been widely praised for moving from offering low end ‘McJobs’ to 

creating more jobs with advancement and learning opportunities.28 

in addition to action by employers, it is sometimes argued 

that interventions on the demand side are necessary to resolve 

this inequality of employment stability by shifting sectors towards 

higher skill, and therefore higher wage, business models.29  These 

kinds of interventions are, however, beyond the scope of this report. 

Rather, this situation raises the question of whether it is possible for 

policy to do more get the best of both worlds: a flexible labour 

market in which people who would otherwise cycle in and out of 

employment are supported to remain in work and move between 

jobs without long and repeated periods of unemployment.

3. what are the costs oF reVolVIng door 
eMPloyMent?

Whether it is due to falling out of permanent work or reaching 

the natural end of a temporary post, revolving door employment 

brings many negative consequences for individuals, employers 

and government. The associated costs are substantial, but difficult 

to measure precisely. They fall into two broad groups: costs 

to the individual in the form of reduced feelings of self-worth, 

27   Alison Booth, Marco Francesconi and Jeff Frank, “Temporary Jobs: Stepping Stones or Dead ends?,” The 

Economic Journal, 112: June (2002).

28   Matt Keating, “is a McJob Still Bad for you?,” The Guardian, June 10, 2006, http://www.guardian.co.uk/

money/2006/jun/10/careers.work2.

29   Kayte lawton, Nice Work If You Can Get It: Achieving a Sustainable Solutino to Low Pay and in-Work Poverty 

(london: iPPR, 2009), 36.
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deteriorating health, and damage to future employment chances 

and earning power; and costs to the taxpayer in the form of 

increased social security payments and reduced tax revenues. The 

following section brings together some of the available evidence 

on what these costs might be.

costs to the individual
Analytically, it can be difficult to distinguish between the impact 

of repeated experiences of becoming unemployed and the effect 

of long cumulative experiences of worklessness. But those people 

experiencing repeated spells of unemployment are, unsurprisingly, 

also those who have some of the longest cumulative experiences 

of unemployment, making the distinction somewhat academic 

from a policy perspective. The costs of long and repeated spells of 

unemployment can therefore largely be considered to be different 

sides of the same coin. There are three types of costs that accrue 

to individuals from long and/or repeated spells of unemployment: 

deterioration of health and self-confidence; reduction of future 

earning power; and declining re-employment chances.

The human cost of revolving door employment, such as lower 

wellbeing, confidence and enthusiasm is substantial, if hard to quantify. 

By contrast, remaining in work can have positive implications for 

both physical and mental health.30  Health is significantly influenced 

by the type of job an individual holds: a study of people who had 

recently moved onto incapacity benefits due to work-limiting health 

conditions found that they were over-represented “in low paid, 

insecure employment with little or no occupational benefits”.31  

Moreover, there is evidence of correlation between employees’ 

past experiences of unemployment and their current wellbeing, 

30   Gordon Waddell, A. Kim Burton and Nicholas A. S. Kendall, Vocational Rehabilitation: What Works, for Whom 

and When? (london: TSo, 2008).

31   Department for Work and Pensions, Routes Onto Incapacity Benefits: Findings From Qualitative Research, by 

Roy Sainsbury and Jacqueline Davidson (london: HMSo, 2006), 38.
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suggesting that a psychological scarring effect can result. clark et 

al. examine whether unemployment leads to lower wellbeing or 

whether lower wellbeing leads to a lower likelihood of finding a 

job. For men, the study clearly indicates that unemployment leads 

to lower wellbeing, rather than the other way round. The results for 

women are less clear however. The study also finds evidence for a 

‘habituation’ effect: the longer an individual spends out of work, the 

more they get used to unemployment and the smaller is the overall 

impact on their wellbeing as time goes by.32  A smaller drop in 

wellbeing on becoming unemployed, however, is often associated 

with less work search effort on the part of the individual, which in 

turn makes it less likely that they will find work again quickly. 

The impact of repeated and long-term unemployment on 

wages and re-employment chances is linked to ideas of human 

capital, and its depreciation over time. As people spend time out 

of work, they gradually lose the skills that might previously have 

made them more employable or enabled them to command 

a higher salary. This has a number of consequences in terms of 

future wages, re-employment chances and sustained future 

employment. 

on wages, Arulampalam et al. explain that “there is 

considerable evidence, mainly from the united States, that job 

displacement is followed by a lower trajectory for future earnings 

after re-engagement.” The authors’ own estimates of the impact 

of unemployment suggest that a six-month spell reduces future 

earnings by 5.1% compared to similar people who were not 

unemployed, while one year without work reduces future pay 

by some 11.1%. This reduced wage appears to be permanent, 

representing a significant loss of productivity for the economy.33  

32   Andrew clark, yannis Georgellis and Peter Sanfey, “Scarring: the Psychological impact of Past 

unemployment,” Economica, 68: 270 (2001).

33   Paul Gregg, Wiji Arulampalam and Mary Gregory, “unemployment Scarring,” Economic Journal, 111: 475 

(2001).
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it is unclear whether this effect cumulates across different 

unemployment spells, but the persistent nature of the penalty 

suggests that it does. other work, which specifically focuses 

on the impact of repeated experiences of actually becoming 

unemployed, suggests that after each work ‘interruption’ the pay 

penalty is around 10% in the first year back in work and 7% in the 

second year.34 

on re-employment chances following an experience of 

unemployment, Paul Gregg has found that, for men, there is strong 

evidence that a spell of unemployment before the age of 23 has 

a negative impact on employment chances over the following 

ten years.35  Paul Gregg and emma Tominey find that, “[a]lthough 

multiple spells of unemployment harm individuals, the first spell 

carries the most significant scar but the impact of longer durations 

apply to all spells.”36 

More generally on the question of how of the length of an 

unemployment spell affects re-employment chances, the evidence 

is complicated but suggests that a causal link between length of 

unemployment and lower chances of future re-employment – 

known as ‘negative duration dependence’ – does exist. Boeheim 

and Taylor find that the probability of getting work declines rapidly 

from 17% in month six of an unemployment spell to around 5% 

after twelve months of unemployment.37  Similarly, Van der Berg 

and Van ours find that, for British males, there is “strong negative 

duration dependence” and differences between individuals appear 

34  ibid.

35   Paul Gregg, “The impact of youth unemployment on Adult unemployment in the NcDS,” Economic Journal 

(2001).

36   Paul Gregg and emma Tominey, “The Wage Scar From Male youth unemployment,” Labour Economics, 

12: 4 (2005).

37   Rene Boeheim and Mark P. Taylor, Unemployment Duration and Exit States in Britain (london: centre for 

economic Policy Research, 2000).
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not to affect that conclusion.38 Some argue, however, that such 

effects are very difficult to isolate because of the unobservable 

differences – such as motivation – between people of different 

unemployment lengths.39 

As well as the negative impacts of longer spells of 

unemployment, a patchy or broken work history may also lower the 

likelihood of sustaining employment once in work, reinforcing a 

drive away from the labour market40 and creating a ‘no pay-low pay’ 

cycle.41  Potential employers may be wary employing those with 

a patchy work history – interpreting it as revealing an individual’s 

inability to ‘stick at’ a job, difficulties in getting along with colleagues 

or superiors, or problems adapting to a new environment. A 2004 

review of literature on long and short repeated unemployment 

spells concluded that “[a]s the number of spells of unemployment 

increases, so does the probability of returning to unemployment.”42  

A study of the italian labour market also showed that the time spent 

unemployed in between temporary employment had scarring 

effects.43  Administrative data bears out the idea that a history 

of short-term jobs – be they temporary positions or permanent 

jobs which have not been retained – interspersed with periods of 

unemployment, is associated with a higher likelihood that the next 

job is not sustained either. 44

38   Gerard van der Berg and Jan c. van ours, “unemployment Dynamics and Duration Dependence in France, 

The Netherlands and the united Kingdom,” Economic Journal, 104: 423 (1994).

39  layard, Nickell and Jackman, Unemployment: Macroeconomic Performance and the Labour Market.

40   Department for Work and Pensions, From Job Seekers to Job Keepers: Job Retention, Advancement and the Role 

of in-Work Support Programmes, by Karen Kellard et al. (london: HMSo, 2002), 11.

41   Department for Work and Pensions, Job Retention and Advancement in Employment: Review of Research 

Evidence, by Anthony Johnson (london: HMSo, 2002); Mark B. Stewart and Joanna K. Swaffield, “low Pay 

Dynamics and Transition Probabilities,” Economica (1999).

42   Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Spells of Unemployment: A Review of the Literature, by Pauline 

Heather (london: HMSo, 2004). cited in Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance 

Spells, 8.

43   Stefano Galgliarducci, The Dynamics of Repeated Temporary Jobs (Firenze: european university institute, 

2005).

44   Department for Work and Pensions, Jobseekers’s Allowance - Transitions to Work and Early Returns to JSA: 

Secondary Analysis of the JSA Claimant Survey, 23.
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it seems likely that there are at least two reinforcing aspects 

to this problem. First, temporary jobs tend to be associated with 

low skill levels and, by definition, little firm-specific human capital, 

hence they command only low rates of pay. evidence on pay-rates 

of repeat JSA claimants finding work in 2006 shows that the average 

take-home pay was £6.36 per hour (with 40% earning less than £5). 

The lowest pay rates applied for those who had experienced more 

unemployment spells.45  The resulting lower financial gains to work, 

and higher effective tax rates, therefore make it unsurprising that 

retention is low. 

Second, the high-turnover nature of such low-paid employment 

also contributes to firms’ reluctance to invest in this element of the 

workforce, making progression and skills acquisition difficult if not 

impossible. While causality in these cases is notoriously difficult to 

determine, it is clear that feedback effects operate to make it very 

hard for people to escape the low pay – no pay trap.

costs to the exchequer
Many of the above effects on the individual have implications for the 

exchequer in the form of either a higher social security bill or lower 

tax revenues or, in the case of revolving door employment, both. in 

his 2007 report, David Freud estimated the saving to the exchequer of 

each additional person per year in employment to be in the region of 

£8,100 for a single childless individual. This kind of analysis makes clear 

just how expensive extended unemployment can be. 

in this context it is evident that employment services that 

simply move people into employment and then forget about 

them will not solve the problem. Rather, the cost-effectiveness 

of employment programmes depends on being able to sustain 

people in employment once they are there. Given the high cost of 

achieving ‘additional’ job starts - jobs in excess of those that would 

45  Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, 40.
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have been found by jobseekers in the absence of any employment 

programme - it is far from clear that expensive programmes that do 

not aim for long-term sustainability are cost-effective. 

The NAo has estimated that, for jobseekers on the New Deal for 

lone Parents (NDlP), the cost to Government for each additional 

job start on the programme is in the region of £5,000.46  excluding 

the cost of tax credits and benefits available to lone parents, both 

in and out of work, interventions only become cost-effective for the 

exchequer if the jobseeker remains in employment for around 12 

months; after 12 months in work, exchequer savings on reduced 

benefit payments and increased income tax receipts outweigh 

the cost of the programme that got them back to work. yet DWP 

data on revolving door employment among NDlP participants 

suggests that within 12 months almost 70% of lone parents have 

fallen out of employment.47  For the vast majority of successful NDlP 

clients therefore, the scheme is arguably not cost-effective because 

outcomes are not sustained for anything like the necessary time. 

Similar calculations for JSA claimants either on New Deal for 

young People or New Deal 25-Plus, suggest that the break-even 

job tenure for people finding work from these programmes is 

somewhere between 18 and 24 months.48   But with over 70% failing 

to sustain employment even to 12 months, the cost-effectiveness 

of the entire programme is questionable.49  The results from the 

New Deal for Disabled People, for jobseekers with disabilities, make 

for similarly grim reading, with the break-even job tenure estimated 

to be somewhere between 12 and 18 months. currently some 60% 

fail to sustain for 12 months.50  

46  National Audit office, Sustainable Employment: Supporting People to Stay in Work and Advance, 18.

47   Department for Work and Pensions, experience of Work and Job Retention Among lone Parents: An 

evidence Review, 12.

48  National Audit office, Sustainable Employment: Supporting People to Stay in Work and Advance, 18.

49  ibid, 17.

50  ibid, 17.
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These calculations relate, in the case of lone parents and 

disabled jobseekers, to voluntary employment programmes. it is 

therefore likely that the cost-benefit analysis on such programmes 

will only become more adverse as activation policies are extended 

to all new eSA claimants and lone parents of younger children. 

The message is therefore clear: employment sustainability is  

of paramount importance to the cost-effectiveness of employment 

programmes. 

conclusIon: what are the IMPlIcatIons oF these 
Issues For welFare reForM?

A system that focuses no, or very limited, resources on helping 

people to sustain their employment, is therefore a system that 

fails both jobseekers and taxpayers. on the other hand, patterns of 

labour demand in the uK appear to be unfavourable to attempts to 

achieve sustained employment, to say the least. The relatively low 

levels of employment protection afforded to permanent employees 

in the uK, combined with the large proportion of people who find 

temporary jobs on leaving unemployment, mean that patterns of 

labour demand don’t help sustainability. 

But the answer is not to implement greater employment 

protection. The international evidence cited above suggests that to 

do so would be to trade revolving door employment for a deeper 

insider-outsider divide of more long-term unemployment and 

more protected permanent employment. This would likely lower 

aggregate labour demand and reduce the economy’s capacity to 

cope with macroeconomic shocks such as the current recession. 

Nor is the most obvious solution to focus on ways of engineering 

labour demand to “increase the supply of good quality, well-paid 

jobs” as some have suggested.51 Such policies are likely to be 

51  lawton, Nice Work If You Can Get It: Achieving a Sustainable Solutino to Low Pay and in-Work Poverty, 4.
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expensive and ineffective, and put the cart before the horse. indeed 

human capital studies have suggested that the premium on skills in 

the labour market continues to rise, suggesting growing demand 

for ever-higher skill levels among the workforce. yet the stagnation 

of educational attainment at the lower end, in the uK and other 

developed economies, has left low-skilled workers vulnerable in 

a labour market that increasingly demands high-skilled labour.52  

This implies the need to build human capital through demand-led 

training and accumulation of firm-specific human capital - both of 

which tend to result from achieving and reinforcing job retention.

Rather, the answer is to develop a welfare-to-work system that 

places employment sustainability at its centre, instead of focusing 

on achieving job starts. What is needed is an employment service 

that is built around an appreciation of the dynamic nature of the uK 

labour market, and is sufficiently flexible and well-resourced to tailor 

the help it offers to individuals with unique sets of circumstances. 

A wide variety of employment support interventions is available 

to help people to sustain their employment. Many approaches 

have been tested, whether scientifically or not, in recent years. The 

next chapter discusses the evidence on what kind of interventions 

work, and draws some conclusions about what this means for the 

optimal design of employment services.

 

 
 

52   european commission, Human Capital Policy for Europe, by Pedro carneiro (Brussels: european commission, 

2009).
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chaPter 2:  helPIng PeoPle to stay In work

chapter 1 described the scale of the problem of revolving door 

employment in the uK labour market. The evidence suggests that 

a large proportion of benefit claimants find it difficult to find steady 

employment or hold down a job for a range of reasons, and consequently 

tend to cycle in and out of employment at significant cost to themselves 

and the taxpayer. A model of welfare-to-work services as a kind of 

interactive notice board for job opportunities is therefore inappropriate 

to deal with the reality of employment patterns for millions of people 

in the uK. This raises the question of what employment services should 

instead be doing to foster sustained employment. What levers exist to 

try to achieve better employment outcomes and which, if any of them, 

are effective? Mapping the range of interventions available and their 

effectiveness is the task of this chapter.

There is no shortage of approaches to achieving sustained 

employment. This chapter identifies three main levers for increasing 

employment retention. These are: financial support; human capital 

approaches; and personal advice and job search support. What follows 

looks at the aims of each approach, the kind of specific interventions 

that have been attempted in the past, and the evidence on their 

effectiveness. The chapter concludes by drawing out the implications of 

this evidence for the future direction of welfare reform. 

1. FInancIal suPPort

Financial incentives to work are obviously hugely important in 

attracting people to look for work. Since 1997, the Government 

has introduced a range of measures to make work pay, which have 

been largely successful in boosting labour supply among different 

groups.53 The National Minimum Wage (NMW) and tax credits 

53   HM Treasury, Working Tax Credit and Labour Supply: Treasury Economic Working Paper No. 3, by ian Mulheirn 

and Mario Pisani (london: HMSo, 2008).; institute of Fiscal Studies, Has Labour Made Work Pay?, by Mike 

Brewer and Andrew Shephard (york: Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2004).
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system aim, respectively, to boost and supplement the incomes 

of low-paid people to ensure that being in work pays more than 

remaining on benefits. The combination of the NMW and tax credits 

means that the minimum in-work income guarantee for a part-time 

earner in a family with one child was 30% (in real terms) in 2008-

09 than in 1999-2000. The NMW alone led to a 48% increase in the 

minimum in-work income guarantee for a couple without children 

over the same period.54  And employment rates for most target groups 

have risen over the period: by 2007 lone parent employment was 

around 12 percentage points higher than the 1997 figure, decreasing 

slightly in 2008 to 56.3%.55  The employment rate for disabled people 

is around 9 percentage points up on the 1997 figures, standing at 48% 

in 2008.56  Financial incentives, along with a benign macroeconomic 

environment, have been a key element in fostering this trend.

Numerous studies have found that measures such as the Working 

Tax credit and NMW have had positive effects on employment 

retention.57 But while the reality of whether someone is better-

off in or out of work is important to whether or not they remain in 

employment, financial work incentives are primarily designed with 

54    HM Treasury, Budget 2008 Stability and Opportunity: Building a Strong, Sustainable Future (london: HM 

Treasury, 2008), 62.

55     “lone Parents in employment”, http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/nugget.asp?id=409.

56   HM Treasury, Budget 2008 Stability and Opportunity: Building a Strong, Sustainable Future, 59;  “lords 

Hansard Text for 22 January 2009”, http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/

text/90122w0001.htm.

57   Nancy campbell, John K. Maniha and Howard Rolsten, “Job Retention and Advancement in Welfare Reform,” 

Welfare Reform and Beyond, 18 (2002), 1; Donald Hirsch, “Welfare in Work: the Missing linkin Welfare Reform,” 

in Staying on, Stepping Up: How Can Employment Retention and Advancement Policies Be Made to Work for Lone 

Parents?  eds. Kate Bell et al. (london: one Parent Families, 2006); Department for Work and Pensions, From 

Job Seekers to Job Keepers: Job Retention, Advancement and the Role of in-Work Support Programmes, 4; charles 

Michalopoulos, “Sustained employment and earnings Growth: New experimental evidence on Financial 

Work incentives and Pre-employment Services,” inNancy Campbell, John K. Maniha and Howard Rolsten, “Job 

Retention and Advancement in Welfare Reform,” Welfare Reform and Beyond, 18 (2002), 1; Donald Hirsch, “Welfare 

in Work: the Missing Linkin Welfare Reform,” in Staying on, Stepping Up: How Can Employment Retention and 

Advancement Policies Be Made to Work for Lone Parents?  eds. Kate Bell et al. (London: One Parent Families, 2006); 

Department for Work and Pensions, From Job Seekers to Job Keepers: Job Retention, Advancement and the Role 

of in-Work Support Programmes, 4; Charles Michalopoulos, “Sustained Employment and Earnings Growth: New 

Experimental Evidence on Financial Work Incentives and Pre-Employment Services,” in Low Wage Workers in the 

New Economy, eds. Richard Cazis and Marc S. Miller (Washington: The Urban Institute Press, 2001), 7. eds. Richard 

cazis and Marc S. Miller (Washington: The urban institute Press, 2001), 7.
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labour supply, rather than employment retention in mind, and are 

therefore beyond the scope of this chapter. Here, we focus on financial 

issues that have a specific impact on employment sustainability.

However, in-work financial support that, perhaps owing to 

administrative problems, fails to materialise once someone moves 

into work, can jeopardise employment sustainability in the early 

stages of a new job. Housing Benefit and council Tax Benefit (HB and 

cTB) are a major part of the support available to very low-income 

working families in particular. But for most, when moving into full-

time work, their earnings will mean that their entitlement to HB and 

cTB will end after four weeks in employment.58 From the jobseeker’s 

perspective, the move into work therefore represents a significant 

risk. if the job does not work out for them, they may find themselves 

without the means to pay their rent or council tax. Meanwhile, the 

bureaucracy and time involved in reclaiming the benefits is daunting; 

the required form is 40 pages long and the average claim takes 28 

days to be processed.59 This means that those who – despite these 

deterrents – do take up temporary employment are at financial risk 

once their temporary contract ends. 

even if temporary employment opportunities could be used as a 

route to finding more permanent employment, therefore, the way HB 

and cTB are allocated means that it is highly unattractive for recipients 

to take on such work.60 These are difficult problems to address and are 

not in the gift of employment service providers. They are, however, 

necessary areas for reform if activation programmes are not to be 

frustrated, and temporary employment is to become an opportunity 

rather than a dead end. The forthcoming Housing Benefit Review will 

hopefully address some of these issues. 

58  Jobcentre Plus, Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit Extended Payments (, 2009).

59   Annie Finnis, Making Housing Work: The Links Between Housing and Worklessness (london: WorkDirections, 

2008), 24.

60  Roundtable with employment service providers, held at the SMF, February 2009.
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While financial support systems can lead people to fear the 

transition from benefits to employment, there are many other forms of 

positive financial employment retention levers that have been trialled. 

Such policies aim either to tackle specific needs that jobseekers have, 

or to provide straight cash bonuses for remaining in work. examples 

include: discretionary payments by personal employment advisers, 

cash bonuses at pre-determined milestones for remaining in work, and 

temporary weekly payments for those entering work. The following 

section sets out three financial support mechanisms available to 

jobseekers – emergency payments, bonus payments and time-limited 

credits. it looks at the incentive structure they incorporate, as well as 

their effectiveness in terms of practical application.

emergency payments: the adviser discretionary Fund
Jobcentre Plus personal advisers have access to an Adviser Discretionary 

Fund (ADF), which supports people facing the transition from benefits 

into work. The idea behind these payments, which are also made by 

some private employment service providers, is to cover small costs 

associated with moving into a job that might otherwise cause people 

to drop out again quickly after starting work. under the Jobcentre Plus 

ADF, jobseekers are eligible for up to £100 of support within a 12 month 

period, down from £300 prior to 2005. Payments are intended to cover 

expenses such as work clothing, travel and help with childcare needs. 

one evaluation of ADF found that lone parents and Jobcentre Plus 

staff viewed it positively, but acknowledged that the money was only 

a small part of a wider scheme of financial support, which enabled 

and incentivised lone parents to take up work.61  Advisers criticised the 

decision to reduce ADF in 2005 on the grounds that they felt it made it 

more difficult to sell the idea of work to their clients.62 

61   “DWP Research Summary: Adviser Discretionary Fund”, http://www.dwp.gov.uk/asd/asd5/working_age/

wa2003/165sum.pdf.

62   Department for Work and Pensions, Work Focused Interviews and Lone Parent Initiatives: Further Analysis of 

Policies and Pilots, by Andrew Thomas and Gerwyn Jones (london: HMSo, 2006), 16.
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There is relatively little firm evidence on how effective ADF 

expenditure is in helping people to remain in work in the early days 

of a new job. The Gregg Review recommended that the impact of 

the ADF be explored further, but also suggested that the fund be 

made  available to all jobseekers from day one.63  

emergency and bonus payments: employment retention 
and advancement Pilots 
The employment Retention and Advancement (eRA) pilots were 

designed to test how welfare recipients can be supported to 

enter and then progress in the labour market. The scheme aimed 

to support and encourage people, once in work, to take steps to 

increase their earnings, thus reducing tax credits and fostering 

stronger labour market attachment. The pilot programmes were 

operated by Jobcentre Plus in four uK regions - east Midlands, 

london, North West england, North east england - and Scotland 

and Wales. in each area, one Jobcentre Plus district with relatively 

high numbers of New Deal clients was selected. 16,000 eligible 

participants were chosen and then split between a programme 

group, who were offered all programme features, and a control 

group, who received only the mainstream programme support. 

Pilot programmes were carried out for two different groups: 

lone parents (both out of work and in part-time employment) and 

New Deal 25 Plus participants. The eRA programme began with 

pre-employment services similar to those available under the New 

Deal programmes. After eRA participants had moved into work, 

support provided by ‘Advancement Support Advisers’ continued 

for two years. Advice was augmented by financial incentives: both 

groups were offered an employment bonus of £400 three times 

a year for two years for remaining in full-time work (defined as at 

least 30 hours per week for at least 13 out of every 17-week block). 

63     Department for Work and Pensions, Realising Potential: A Vision for Personalised Conditionality and Support, 

by Paul Gregg (london: HMSo, 2008).
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in addition, participants were offered training, with an extra bonus 

payment of up to £1,000 if they completed the course. in case of 

personal financial crises, an emergency fund was also available.64 

Theoretically, offering retention payments either encourages 

eligible jobseekers to search harder for work than in the absence of 

the payment, or it lowers the wage they would otherwise have been 

prepared to work for. Both of these should increase the chances of 

employment. But the bonus payments are also designed to provide 

an additional incentive for candidates to stick with their job in the 

early days while they build the skills to feel comfortable in their new 

role and adjust to the new lifestyle. in some cases, however, such 

bonuses may simply encourage people to wait for the payment 

before dropping out anyway. The argument for rewarding training 

is that bonus payments for building up new skills provide an 

immediate and obvious reward for an activity whose returns might 

otherwise be nebulous and longer-term. 

under the eRA pilots, neither retention nor training bonuses 

were particularly successful: only one third of candidates fulfilled the 

requirements to be eligible for the retention bonus payments and, 

although 62% knew of this bonus, only 4% received a payment.65   

When asked whether the bonus payments had encouraged them 

to remain in their jobs, around 50% of those who received payment 

said that the money had no influence on their decision. This means 

that either money played a minor role in employment retention, or 

payments were too small to make a difference. 

Another element of the eRA pilots was the emergency fund. 

Designed to cover emergency expenses once in work, the average 

64   The most recent evaluations of the programme: Department for Work and Pensions, Implementation and 

Second-Year Impacts for Lone Parents in the UK Employment Retention and Advancement (ERA) Demonstration, 

by James A.

65   Department for Work and Pensions, Implementation and Second-Year Impacts for New Deal 25 Plus Customers 

in the UK Employment Retention and Advancement (ERA) Demonstration, by James A. Riccio et al. (london: 

HMSo, 2008).
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payment made was £230.66  The impact of this fund is difficult to 

judge, because it was used in conjunction with other measures 

such as continued adviser support and retention bonus payments. 

The numbers who drew on the emergency fund, however, are 

not large: 23% of jobseekers coming from the New Deal for lone 

Parents, and 18% of lone parents already working before and 

claiming Working Tax credits, claimed on the eRA emergency 

Discretion Fund to support childcare, transport or rent repayments. 

Most clients received one payment only.67  

While the financial elements of eRA were only one part of the 

support offered, evaluations to date have not been particularly 

impressive. initial results from the pilots found that, while they did 

have some effect on overall employment rates, reducing the number 

of clients who never worked over the two years by 2 percentage 

points, the programmes had little impact on employment  

retention.68

time-limited credits
As a programme, eRA combines many different financial and other 

retention levers, making the impact of any one element difficult to 

isolate. However, a range of time-limited credits in recent years have 

enabled a clearer picture of the effectiveness of financial incentives 

for sustaining employment. 

in the uK, the in-work credit (iWc) and Return-to-work credit 

(RTWc) provide financial support to both lone parents and former 

recipients of incapacity Benefit (now employment and Support 

Allowance [eSA]), who enter employment. To be eligible, jobseekers 

66   Department for Work and Pensions, implementation and Second-Year Impacts for Lone Parents in the UK 

Employment Retention and Advancement (eRA) Demonstration, by James A. Riccio et al. (london: HMSo, 

2008), 63.

67  ibid, 82.

68   Department for Work and Pensions, Implementation and Second-Year Impacts for New Deal 25 Plus Customers 

in the UK Employment Retention and Advancement (ERA) Demonstration, by cynthia Miller et al. (london: 

HMSo, 2008), 91.
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must have been out of work for at least one year, at which point they 

become eligible for a tax-free payment of £40 per week (with iWc 

rising to £60 in london) for 52 weeks after starting work provided 

they work more than 16 hours per week and earn no more than 

£15,000 per year. As with other financial incentives, the aim of 

the payment is to overcome any lingering doubts in recipients’ 

minds that they will be financially better-off in work, as well as to 

encourage new starters to remain in a job until they have developed 

a work habit.

Given that iWc was only rolled out nationally in 2008, following 

pilots from 2004, the long-term impacts are still unclear, but some 

tentative conclusions can be drawn from the pilot studies that 

were undertaken. After 24 months it was found that the pilots had 

increased participation rates amongst lone parents in the sample by 

7%. Participation increased continuously during the pilot schemes, 

suggesting the impact of the scheme might be even more 

pronounced in the long-term.69  A survey of Jobcentre staff found 

that most were positive about the scheme, believing it helped them 

to make the case for work more easily to parents who were unsure 

of the financial implications of moving into employment. 

Furthermore, some of the evaluation evidence appears to rebut 

the criticism that non-continuous payments only delay financial 

problems and have no long-run impact. one study found that none 

of the lone parents interviewed left work after one year because 

the iWc ended.70  While this appears an endorsement of iWc, it is 

important to note that most parents said that the financial incentives 

69   Department for Work and Pensions, The Lone Parents Pilots After 12 to 24 Months: An Impact Assessment of 

In-Work Credit, Work Search Premium, Extended Schoools Childcare, Quarterly Work Focus Interviews and New 

Deal Plus for Lone Parents, by Mike Brewer et al. (london: HMSo, 2005), 7.

70   Department for Work and Pensions, The Lone Parents Pilots: A Qualitative Evaluation of Quarterly Work Focused 

Interviews (12+), Work Search Premium and In Work Credit, by Kathryn Ray et al. (london: HMSo, 2007), 47
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of the iWc did not influence their decisions about work at all.71  The 

credit was welcomed simply as part of a broader range of financial 

support.72 Despite the scepticism of recipients, however, the 

quantitative evidence suggests that the iWc was at least somewhat 

effective over the time period for which it was monitored.

Results are similarly mixed for the RTWc. A number of eligible 

people did not know that the credit was available and as a result 

did not receive it.73 Among those who did claim, there were four 

broad responses to the credit. For some, the money made a 

significant difference, especially for those who lived alone, lone 

parents or employees living with another benefit claimant. A second 

group felt that they benefited from RTWc because it increased 

their discretionary spending, with many apparently seeing it as a 

reward for working. A third group, however, felt it did not make a 

difference at all, claiming that their finances would not have been 

much different in the absence of the payment.74 A fourth group felt 

that the payment was too small to help with problems such as debt 

recovery.75  unfortunately, neither of the two studies drawn on here 

gives an indication of how large the different groups are. What is 

clear, however, is that people had different needs and that the RTWc 

catered to some but not all of those needs.

international experience of similar time-limited bonus payments 

gives some clear evidence on their impact. The canadian Self-

Sufficiency Programme (SSP) of the early 1990s offered a time-limited 

earnings subsidy for long-term workless lone parents leaving welfare. 

71   Department for Work and Pensions, The Lone Parents Pilots After 12 to 24 Months: An Impact Assessment of 

In-Work Credit, Work Search Premium, Extended Schoools Childcare, Quarterly Work Focus Interviews and New 

Deal Plus for Lone Parents, 28.

72  ibid, 48.

73   Department for Work and Pensions, Incapacity Benefit Reforms Pilot: Findings From the Second Cohort in a 

Longitudinal Panel of Clients, by Anne corden and Katherine Nice (london: HMSo, 2006), 52.

74   Department for Work and Pensions, Pathways to Work From Incapacity Benefits: A Study of Experience and Use 

of Return To Work Credit, by Anne corden and Katherine Nice (london: HMSo, 2006), 27-32.

75   Department for Work and Pensions, Incapacity Benefit Reforms Pilot: Findings From the Second Cohort in a 

Longitudinal Panel of Clients, 52-53.
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The wage subsidies available were substantial and offered for three 

years after the recipient started work.

initially, the SSP had a very substantial impact on the employment 

of the eligible group compared to the control group, in that it brought 

forward entry into work. At its peak, SPP reduced the proportion of 

workless lone parents by 14 percentage points over the control 

group. on the downside, while the job entry rate was higher than for 

the control group, so was the job exit rate, leading to high churn.76  

in contrast to the iWc, however, the canadian SSP maintained an 

incentive for claimants to find work again quickly after dropping out 

of a job since they remained eligible for the wage subsidy on finding 

work again. This difference in design may mean that more people 

would be expected to drop out under SSP than under iWc, but that 

more of those who dropped out might return to work again under 

the canadian scheme.

52 months after the start of the SSP project, the employment 

rates of eligible and non-eligible groups had converged, as had 

wage levels.77 The programme therefore brought forward entry to 

work for a large number of benefit claimants. But this came at a price: 

the SSP came at a net cost to government of $55 per participant 

per month.78 The authors of one authoritative study conclude that 

the project confirmed that time-limited work incentives have “little 

or no permanent effect on welfare dependency.”79 Worryingly, 

the lack of any impact on the wage level of participants suggests 

that the extra work experience had no noticeable impact on their 

earning power.80  

76   John Greenwood and Jean-Pierre Voyer, “experimental evidence on the use of earnings Supplements As a 

Strategy to” Make Work Pay”,” OECD Economic Studies, 31: 2 (2000).

 77   David card and Dean R. Hyslop, “estimating the effects of a Time-limited earnings Subsidy for Welfare-

leavers,” Econometrica (2005).

78   Greenwood and Voyer, “experimental evidence on the use of earnings Supplements As a Strategy to” Make 

Work Pay””.

79  card and Hyslop, “estimating the effects of a Time-limited earnings Subsidy for Welfare-leavers”, 41.

80  ibid.
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Financial support: a mixed picture
The overall evidence on retention payments and emergency funds 

is therefore mixed. on the eRA programme, take-up of bonus 

payments and emergency funds was low. Small financial payments 

to smooth the transition into work seem to be successful for certain 

people only. And, as stressed in the evaluation of the iWc, financial 

measures need to be part of a wider intervention, because they 

only address some of the barriers former jobseekers face when 

entering employment. 

While evidence on employment retention from the iWc appears 

promising, the canadian experience indicates that cash payments 

alone may not be sufficient to reduce levels of worklessness, or raise 

wages, in the long run. it can be argued that such programmes 

only ever bring forward job starts and cannot be expected to raise 

the long-term employment rate. it is legitimate to ask whether such 

policies are cost-effective from a government revenue perspective, 

although they clearly contribute to other important public policy 

aims, such as poverty reduction. it appears, therefore, that cash 

retention incentives are only one possible approach to achieving 

sustained employment rather than a comprehensive solution. 

2. huMan caPItal aPProaches to eMPloyMent 
retentIon

An individual’s human capital consists of their skills – both job-

specific and more general ‘employability’ skills – that are vital to 

the employment agenda. low skill levels can be both a cause and a 

consequence of unemployment. Firstly, a lack of basic skills forms a 

major barrier to entry into the labour market; employment levels for 

those with no qualifications have continued to fall over the last ten 

years, despite improvements in the employment prospects for other 

disadvantaged groups. in 2007, for example, those with poor literacy 
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skills had an employment rate of just 55%.81  Higher levels of human 

capital also increase jobseekers’ chances of sustaining a job, with 

better education protecting against both long-term and revolving 

door unemployment due to increased productivity.82  Secondly, 

a jobseeker’s skill levels can quickly deteriorate during extended 

periods of unemployment, damaging their future prospects. 

An extensive literature and various policy initiatives 

acknowledge the need for, and benefits of, human capital-building 

interventions, particularly for securing sustained employment. 

However, there are some important caveats. There is a wide 

consensus that programmes need to be market-led and as close to 

‘real’ employment as possible.83  Regardless of skill type – soft, hard, 

general or specific – it is important that skill acquisition is matched 

to what local employers are looking for. ensuring skills and training 

offered are relevant necessitates a degree of cooperation between 

service providers and employers. evidence suggests that such 

collaboration siginificantly improves the effectiveness of training.84  

There are three broad categories of programmes focused on 

human capital, although the boundaries between them are not 

always clear cut. The first is the provision of work-focused skills 

training for those seeking work. The second is the use of work trials to 

build up employability and help individuals in the transition to work. 

The third is the use of intermediate labour markets – combining paid 

work on a temporary contract with training and job search support. 

All contribute to human capital but, at the same time, are associated 

with specific costs, benefits and risks. 

81   Department for Work and Pensions and Departmetn for innovation, universities and Skills, Opportunity, 

Employment and Progression: Making Skills Work (london: HMSo, 2007), 12.

82   HM Treasury, Leitch Review of Skills: Prosperity for All in the Global Economy - World Class Skills (london: HMSo, 

2006).

83   ceri evans and Nigel Meager, The Evaluation of Active Labour Market Measures for the Long-Term Unemployed 

(Geneva: international labour office, 1997), 77.

84   iFAu - office of labour Market Policy evaluation, What Works and for Whom: a Review of OECD Countries’ 

Experiences With Active Labour Market Policies, by David Grubb and John P. Martin (Paris, 2001).
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Basic skills and work-focused training
Assessing the impact of training programmes has proved a controversial 

area and, as evans and Meager put it, the general consensus is that these 

programmes “have not lived up to expectations.”85  leitch identified the 

frequent disjoint between skills provision and employment services (for 

example, there were no effective links between New Deal programmes 

and Train to Gain) and the need to ensure that incentives were aligned.86   

The Government has sought to tackle this through the introduction 

of a more joined up ‘Adult Advancement and careers Service’ (due to 

be rolled out nationally in 2010). However, some employment advisers 

continue to fear that jobseekers may be offered ‘training for training’s 

sake’, with little emphasis on securing relevant qualifications that actually 

boost employability. They believe that the quality and accessibility of 

training on offer must be improved. 

The low quality and lack of innovation within current skills 

provision may in part be down to an over-emphasis on the 

acquisition of basic skills and qualifications. For example, the 

Government currently guarantees funding to ensure all adults 

have an opportunity to gain basic qualifications (level 2). However, 

evidence on the actual value of these courses is mixed. in fact, a 

2004 review of the returns on level 2 qualifications found that, 

controlling for other qualifications achieved, “individuals holding 

low-level National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs) have statistically 

significantly lower wage levels than otherwise similar individuals 

who lack NVQs, the estimates for NVQs at level 1 and 2 falling 

between –5% and –20% lower wages.”87  The study concluded that 

the only sectors of the working population likely to benefit from 

gaining NVQ2 are those with particularly low skills.88  

85  evans and Meager, The evaluation of Active labour Market Measures for the long-Term unemployed, 65.

86  HM Treasury, leitch Review of Skills: Prosperity for All in the Global economy - World class Skills, 13.

87   lorraine Dearden, leslie McGranahan and Barbara Sianesi, An in-Depth Analysis of the Returns to National 

Vocational Qualifications Obtained at Level 2 (london: centre for the economics of education, london 

School of economics, 2004), i.

88  ibid
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When comparing job search to classroom-based training, 

evidence suggests that training does not tend to pay off in the 

long-run: classroom-based training participants in one study 

had lower employment rates than participants in work search 

programmes.89   These negative effects could be traced four years 

after completing the training, before disappearing. But, while the 

record of classroom-based training appears patchy, work-focused 

training may be more effective than has sometimes been assumed. 

Numerous evaluations suggest that basic- and work-focused skills 

training do distance jobseekers from the labour market in the 

short-term, compared to work search strategies, but may give 

better results in the long-term. 90 91     

A Swiss study comparing jobseekers in training to jobseekers focused 

on work search found that the break-even point for employment levels 

came after several months. For Swiss males, computer courses had the 

lowest break-even time when compared to the employment trajectories 

of non-participants. For this cohort, it took an average of eleven months 

until course participants caught up with non-participants in terms 

of their probability of being in work.92  comparing work first and skills 

first programmes in the Swedish labour market, Sianesi found further 

evidence that human capital approaches do not outperform job 

search in the short-run, but do in the long-run when focused on job 

subsidies or trainee placements (where someone replaces a permanent 

employee on a temporary basis). While these programmes can be 

seen as work-focused training, they also resemble the more practically 

focused human capital approaches discussed below. 

89   Barbara Sianesi, Differential Effects of Swedish Active Labour Market Programmes for Unemployed Adults During 

the 1990s (london: institute for Fiscal Studies, 2002).

90   Jochen Kluve, “The effectiveness of european Active labour Market Policy,” (Paper presented at the coST 

Network conference, May, 2006), 10; Michael lechner, Ruth Miquel and conny Wunsch, Long-Run Effects of 

Public Sector-Sponsored Training in West Germany (Nuernberg: IAB Discussion Paper No. 3, 2005), 48-49.

91   iFAu - office of labour Market Policy evaluation, What Works and for Whom: a Review of OECD Countries’ 

Experiences With Active Labour Market Policies; london Development Agency, What Works With Tackling 

Worklessness?, by Pamela Meadows (london: london Development Agency, 2006), 26.

92   Rafael lalive, Jan c. van ours and Josef Zweimueller, The Impact of Active Labour Market Programs and Benefit 

Entitlement Rules on the Duration of Unemployment (Bonn: institute for the Study of labour, 2000), 21.
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A body of evidence therefore appears to suggest that some 

human capital approaches can provide an important means 

to secure sustained employment in the long run. However, it is 

important to note that the impact of any given course is only as 

good as the quality of the training itself. clearly, there exists a wide 

variety of training programmes of varying levels of work-focus, and, 

given the potential discrepancies in quality, care should be taken 

when making blanket conclusions on the ‘effectiveness of training’.

The nature of the would-be trainee is also relevant to the 

appropriateness of training as an intervention. indeed, a review of 

the impact of training on the long-term unemployed found that 

personal circumstances such as motivation, unsurprisingly, have an 

influence on whether training leads to an employment outcome.93 

What can be said is that training needs to be job outcome-

focused, appropriate to the individual’s existing skills and focused 

on the needs of the local labour market.94  The need for individual 

flexibility and a strong focus on achieving employment implies 

that it is essential to embed training decisions in an outcome-

based commissioning framework.  

Flexibility for providers on the appropriate balance between 

work first and skills first approaches would also allow the volume of 

training on offer to vary according to its opportunity cost, dictated 

by macroeconomic conditions. But given that returns to training 

appear only to accrue in the longer-term, there is perhaps a danger 

that, where providers are paid by results, short-term outcomes will 

take precedence to the detriment of long-run cost-effectiveness.

93   Department for Work and Pensions, The Impact of Learning on Unemployed, Low-Qualified Adults: A 

Systematic Review, by Sally Dench, Jim Hillage and Pam coare (london: HMSo, 2006), 57.

94   iFAu - office of labour Market Policy evaluation, What Works and for Whom: a Review of OECD Countries’ 

Experiences With Active Labour Market Policies, 16.
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Box 2.1 skills in a recession

With the uK ranked 18th out of 30 oecD countries in terms of the 

proportion of its population with low skills, it is clear that there needs 

to be a focus on upskillling uK workers. over the last decade, however, 

there has been some reluctance on the part of employment services 

to push for training the unemployed. As discussed above, studies 

have shown its up-front costs are high and pay-offs long-term and 

sometimes unclear. in comparison, the low costs and short-term pay-

offs of work first approaches appear much more attractive when jobs 

are plentiful. yet this calculation has been radically altered following 

a major reversal in economic fortunes. As the uK enters recession, the 

number of job vacancies has declined and competition for available 

positions has intensified, so there is clearly an argument for looking 

anew at the role of work-focused training.  

A recession extends the timeframes associated with job search, 

particularly for those already distanced from the labour market. As 

such, the short-term opportunity costs of training fall. Given that pay-

offs for work-focused training become evident over the long-term, 

equipping jobseekers with a relevant set of skills and qualifications 

should put them in the best position to capitalise on a future 

economic upswing. There have been numerous recent calls – among 

them the chief executive of the uK commission for employment and 

Skills – for the Government to increase training budgets in light of the 

recession.a  

a  http://www.personneltoday.com/articles/2008/10/24/48094/skills-chief-urges-employers-see-

recession-as-opportunity-to-upskill-staff.html

work trials and work experience
While training has been shown to bring certain advantages in 

the long-term, a work first approach can provide a much quicker 

route into employment. Work trials and work experience involve 

offering jobseekers the opportunity to undertake short (and 

usually unpaid, although benefits can still be claimed) spells in a 
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real work environment. For jobseekers, such placements have the 

potential to boost confidence, improve soft skills, extend their 

cV, foster contacts, and provide insight into the nature of work 

within different sectors. For employers, a work trial can provide 

an inexpensive and risk-free means of assessing the suitability of a 

potential candidate. 

Work trials are now offered by Jobcentre Plus and have proved 

popular; as one interviewee in a survey of Jobcentre Plus advisors 

put it, “lots of employers are saying that work trials are ‘the best 

kept secret of Jobcentre Plus.”95  Trials tend to last for two to four 

weeks and, importantly, Jobcentre Plus requires that the placement 

is offered in relation to a specific job opportunity. However, so far, 

Jobcentre Plus’s work trials have taken place on a relatively small 

scale – in 2007 they recorded only 2,000 work trials.96  

There is some evidence for the success of a work trials approach. 

An evaluation from the mid 1990s found that, on average, the 

employment rate of participants increased by 35 to 40 percentage 

points. The programme, however, was voluntary and therefore 

a selection bias might be at play to some extent.97   The success 

of work trials comes down to their role in facilitating job match. 

They give both the jobseekers and the employer the opportunity 

to get to know each other: the employee gets a realistic picture 

of what a job entails, while at the same time the employer can 

see how the jobseeker fits into the workforce. Many businesses 

and other employment service providers have moved to offer 

them, with many placements not necessarily linked to a specific 

vacancy but used more generally as part of a training programme. 

95   Department for Work and Pensions, What Employers Look for When Recruiting the Unemployed or Inactive: 

Skills, Characteristics, Qualifications, by Becci Newton et al. (london: HMSo, 2005), 61

96   Department for Work and Pensions, What Works for Whom? A Review of Evidence and Meta-Analysis for the 

Department for Work and Pensions, by Anne e. Green and chris Hasluck (london: HMSo, 2007), 45.

97    Steve lissenburgh, Michael White and Alex Bryson, The Impact of Public Job Placing Programmes (london: 

Policy Studies institute, 1997).
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They also often aim to improve a client’s employability skills, 

which include self-management, problem-solving, team-working 

and communicating as well as gaining an understanding of the 

business the employer operates in.98  Almost all employers and 

employment service providers interviewed for this research were 

positive about their impact.99 

Box 2.2: case study: work trials at Marks and spencer

The ‘Marks and Start’ programme is part of Marks and Spencer’s 

(M&S) corporate social responsibility programme. it offers two to four 

week placements to engage disadvantaged groups in retail work. 

Participants are recruited by charitable organisations and fall into four 

main categories: those who have been homeless, lone parents, disabled 

people, and young people who are not in employment education or 

training (NeeTs). Recruits are paired with M&S employees who act as 

mentors, helping them to develop basic soft skills. According to The 

Prince’s Trust, the scheme has hosted over 2,500 unemployed people. 

of those participating in 2008, 40% have gone on to secure permanent 

employment, either at M&S stores or with other employers.a case 

studies and participants’ feedback indicated the benefits of the scheme 

also included increased self-esteem and confidence about operating in 

the workplace.

a   “Marks and Spencer - Marks and Start”, http://www.bitc.org.uk/resources/case_studies/afe_873_

em_06_ms.html.

Intermediate labour Market Programmes
one of the potential drawbacks with work trials is the need for 

intensive supervision from employers where participants are 

unused to operating in the workplace. intermediate labour 

Market Programmes (ilMs) provide a work first option which seeks 

to overcome these issues. Dan Finn and Dave Simmonds have 

98   uK commission for employment and Skills (uKceS), The Employability Challenge: Full Report (london: uKceS, 

2009).

99   interviews with employers and employment service providers carried out between January and April 2009.
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defined ilMs “as a diverse range of initiatives that typically provide 

temporary waged employment in a genuine work environment 

with continuous support to assist the transition to work.”100  

They aim to offer employment experiences to the most 

disadvantaged groups – generally those who are very long-term 

unemployed who would take time to re-adapt to the workplace. 

These sheltered, transitional employment opportunities allow 

participants to gain job-specific or general employability skills 

before moving into the mainstream labour market. ilMs also 

tend to work within the most deprived communities, to provide 

services based on the needs and priorities of the locality. ilMs 

were pioneered in the early 1980s by the Wise Group, a social 

enterprise seeking to promote employment, based on active 

labour market policies aiming to provide work experience to the 

long-term unemployed and benefits to local communities, such 

as the community Programme. 101 The Government has begun 

to recognise the potential of ilMs for combating social exclusion 

in deprived areas; many employment Zones incorporated 

‘Neighbourhood Match’ schemes, in which ilMs were established 

to reflect the needs of local people.102 

Box 2.3: case study – IlM in london: getting london working

Getting london Working (GlW) was run by the charity ‘Tomorrow’s 

People’ and existed for 7 years until it ended in 2006. The programme 

was based in four london Boroughs: camden, islington, Southwark 

and lambeth; all of which rank in the top 20 index of deprivation. 

it targeted wards which were particularly deprived; some had 

unemployment rates as high as 17%.The programme focused on  

 

100   Department for Work and Pensions, Intermediate Labour Markets in Britain and an International Review of 

Transitional Employment Programmes, by Dan Finn and Dave Simmonds (london: HMSo, 2003), 4.

101  ibid.

102   Select committee on education and employment, “Government Reply: Second Special Report, Session 

1997-1998”.
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anyone unemployed, claiming JSA, iB or not claiming benefits at all. 

outreach activities were carried out at Jobcentres and community 

centres, but also in less traditional places such as GP surgeries. 

Services offered under the programme included client advice, 

targeted support services such as seminars and workshops and job 

brokerage. An employer team worked with a range of employers to 

develop vacancies for GlW clients. The service was supplemented 

by in-work support once the jobseekers had moved into regular 

employment, for both jobseeker and the new employer.

unemployment rates in the areas where GlW operated fell by 

around 4 percentage points, but this effect is largely attributed to 

developments in the wider economy. However, retention rates under 

the programme were very good: three months after finishing the 

programme, 86% of clients were still employed, and after 12 months 

the proportion had only fallen slightly, to 80%. The scheme was 

seen to represent good value for money: for every £1 spent on the 

programme, the economy benefited by £2.80.a

a  Tank consulting, Getting London Working; Delivering Jobs and Opportunities to London’s Unemployed 

(Hastings: london Development Agency, 2006), 6.

ilMs provide disadvantaged jobseekers with direct work 

experience, which is important for two reasons. First, they provide 

a vital boost to employability, confirming that the individual can 

operate in a work environment. Second, jobseekers enter the world 

of work with realistic expectations, hence improving their chances 

of sustaining employment. 

There is some evidence that ilMs are a successful labour 

market intervention, comparing well on a range of measures. 

First, it is argued that they are a more cost-effective way of 

integrating long-term unemployed jobseekers into the labour 

market than, for example, pure training programmes. This is 

mainly because jobseekers are both active and productive while 

on the programmes. Second, drop-out rates from ilMs are, at 
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20-30%, lower than those of training courses, which tend to be 

around 50%.103   

 

Third, job outcomes that result from ilMs also appear to be 

relatively successful. When comparing ilMs to other programmes, 

it is important to keep in mind that participation in ilMs is often 

voluntary – indeed some argue that this is an integral feature of 

their success.104  That means that the problem of ‘selection bias’ 

may arise in evaluating the performance of most ilMs, whereby it is 

hard to disentangle whether the apparent success of a programme 

is down to the programme itself or simply due to the stronger 

motivation of those who choose to participate in it. McGregor et 

al., however, compare the success of the ilM operated by the Wise 

Group to “Training for Work”, a government training scheme leading 

to a Vocational Qualification and work experience.105  There were 

still differences in the characteristics of the participants between 

the two programmes – the share of long-term unemployed 

jobseekers was, for instance, greater in the ilM programmes – but 

the results can still be compared meaningfully. Although the ilM 

programme involved more long-term unemployed participants, it 

outperformed the Training for Work scheme. While in the former 

46% were in employment post-training, the figure for the latter was 

25% (both are the figures for Scotland).106 

Finally, and of most relevance for the focus of this report, 

the sustainability of resulting jobs appears to be higher than for 

alternative interventions. one study found that, six months after 

entering the real labour market, 90% of ilM participants were 

103   Bob Marshall and Richard Macfarlane, The Intermediate Labour Market (london: Joseph Rowntree 

Foundation, 2000).

104   The Intermediate Labour Market: A Tool for Tackling Long-Term Unemployment, by Bob Marshall and Richard 

Macfarlane (york: Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2000).

105   Alan McGregor et al., Bridging the Jobs Gap: an Evaluation of Teh Wise Group and the Intermediate Labour 

Market (york: Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 1997), 12.

106   McGregor et al., Bridging the Jobs Gap: an Evaluation of Teh Wise Group and the Intermediate Labour Market, 

50.
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still working, while for the comparison group the figure was less 

than 40%.107 This finding is supported by evidence from similar 

programmes in Sweden. There, programmes, that were most similar 

to employment in the open labour market, such as employment 

subsidies and trainee replacements, were the most successful.108  

But there are some important caveats as well. As with training, 

ilMs are a nebulous concept and their quality and effectiveness can 

vary significantly depending, not least, on the needs of the individual 

concerned. Past evaluations have suggested that it is crucial to target 

ilM programmes at the very hardest to help to avoid deadweight 

costs, particularly through spending on those who would have 

otherwise found work independently.109 if the emphasis on the 

personal support element of ilMs is weak, they become structurally 

very similar to public works programmes (centrally engineered job 

creation, often with a social purpose), which have rarely been found to 

have positive effects for jobseekers.110  As with training, therefore, ilMs 

are no panacea but are a tool that will only be effective if deployed in 

the right way for the right jobseekers.

The ‘Future Jobs Fund’, a measure announced in the 2009 

Budget, aims to build on these insights. over the next two years, 

£1 billion will be available to support long-term unemployed 

youngsters and other disadvantaged jobseekers, aiming to create 

150,000 jobs, including a small fraction of green jobs. A third of 

these jobs is targeted at regions prone to higher than national 

average unemployment rates, with first job starts expected for 

october 2009 or even earlier.111

107  Marshall and Macfarlane, The Intermediate Labour Market.

108   Barbara Sianesi, Swedisch Active Labour Market Programmes in the 1990s: Overall Effectiveness and Differential 

Performance (london: institute for Fiscal Studies, 2002).

109   Jonathan Haskel and Richard Jackman, “long-Term unemployment in Britian and the effects of the 

community Programme,” Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics, 50: 4 (1988), 396.

110  Kluve “The effectiveness of european Active labour Market Policy”, 27.

111   Department for Work and Pensions, “DWP - Future Jobs Fund”, http://www.dwp.gov.uk/campaigns/

futurejobsfund/.
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the success of human capital approaches varies hugely
While the importance of increasing human capital in any form is 

central to employment retention, the evidence on what specific 

kinds of programmes work is much more complex. No two 

interventions are alike and effective approaches may be difficult 

to scale up. Successful programme design depends in every case 

on taking account of jobseekers’ backgrounds and needs, and 

those of the local labour market, as much as on the quality of the 

provision itself. 

3. Personal adVIce and JoB search suPPort

Personal advice and job search support is a broad category of 

different interventions that can be undertaken by employment 

service providers to help people find sustained employment. 

These interventions include the things that employment service 

providers have the most discretion over delivering in the existing 

welfare-to-work system. efforts that fall into this category can be 

usefully split into pre- and post-employment support. This section 

takes each category in turn, exploring the motivations behind 

the interventions, examples of past efforts and any evidence of 

success.

Pre-employment interventions
Achieving a good job match is central to producing sustained 

employment. Highlighting the importance of the matching role 

that employment services play, Mansour and others argue that, 

despite differences in retention rates across different sectors , there 

are no ‘bad’ jobs, just evidence of bad job matches.112 indeed, a 

job which is difficult to sustain for one person can be suitable for 

112   comparing job retention rates for lone parents in care (including health, child and animal care) and 

hospitality and catering, 82% sustain in the care sector whereas only 70% of in the hospitality and catering 

sectors sustain for 13 weeks.  Former JSA claimants seem to sustain best when working in leisure, Travel 

and Personal Services (82%), whereas in construction and building only 59% sustain (unpublished data 

from WorkDirections).
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another.113  And where matches are poor, neither employer nor 

employee are content and one way or the other the employee is 

likely to leave. There is some suggestion that poor job matches, 

whether brokered by a third party or not, are a major contributor 

to revolving door employment: a DWP study found that of those 

repeat JSA claimants who left their last job voluntarily, 72% stated 

that this was because their work was ‘not suitable’.114  A reasonable 

conclusion might therefore be that improved job matching would 

boost retention (see Box 2.4). in practice better job matches could 

be achieved either by people having more time to search for, or 

receiving more help to find, work that is more appropriate for their 

skills and personal needs.115  if this can be achieved, the job is more 

likely to be sustained. 

Box 2.4: search theory and job matching

it is clear that the labour market does not operate in the way that simple 

economic theory might suggest that it should. Far from the labour 

market clearing at full employment all the time, there are simultaneously 

job vacancies and unemployed people looking for work at all points in 

the economic cycle. There are even large numbers of vacancies in the 

middle of a recession, such as the current one: the latest data suggests 

that in April 2009 there were 444,000 vacancies notified to Jobcentre 

Plus. over recent decades, theories have been developed to explain 

how the labour market works to create the problem of persistent 

simultaneous unemployment and vacancies. These theories not only 

have relevance for an understanding of what employment services 

should do to help people find employment: they also have implications 

for achieving sustained employment outcomes.

Search-matching theories of the labour market build on the 

observation that people’s skill sets and the skills required for 

113  Jane Mansour, Skills and Sustainable Welfare-to-Work (london: Work Directions, 2005), 23.

114  Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, 46.

115   london Development Agency, What Works With Worklessness?, by Pamela Meadows (london: london 

Development Agency, 2006), 54.
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various jobs are hugely diverse. The process, therefore of finding 

a job that suits one’s skills and experience among the hundreds of 

thousands of vacancies that do exist is no small task. Moreover, re-

training to take advantage of existing jobs is clearly an expensive 

and time-consuming - if sometimes necessary - way to find work. 

The difficulties faced by employers and jobseekers trying to find 

one another are referred to by labour economists as ‘frictions’. Those 

frictions give rise to the apparent paradox of simultaneous vacancies 

and unemployment.a

The implications of this understanding are that, for certain 

groups, the frictions in the labour market are more problematic 

than for others. For many unemployed people, the information 

network provided by employment service providers helps to reduce 

frictions and therefore lower unemployment compared to what 

it would otherwise be. But specialised skills are not the only cause 

of frictions in the labour market. For some, particularly those with 

health conditions or significant caring responsibilities, employment 

options may be further constrained, making it harder for them to 

find work. For these people in particular, employment service advice 

and job search support is important to provide them with viable 

employment opportunities.

But search-matching theories of unemployment are not only 

relevant to understanding the role of employment services in helping 

people find work. By helping people to find an appropriate job, they are 

essential to helping people find sustained employment opportunities. 

The financial retention incentives, described above, are designed to 

make a given job more attractive. Human capital interventions aim 

to develop jobseekers’ skills to better match employers’ needs. Job 

search help and adviser support, by contrast, seek to match people 

as they are with vacancies that exist: done well, such interventions 

can therefore boost sustainability by ensuring that people are in 

appropriate jobs.

 
a        christopher A. Pissarides, Equilibrium Unemployment Theory (Massachusetts: MiT Press, 2000).
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The desirability of improving welfare recipients’ work search is, 

however, not uncontested. Better quality search (adviser support) 

or longer search (longer benefit claims) both cost money. Moreover, 

as already mentioned, unemployment has scarring effects which 

appear to worsen the longer the person’s spell of unemployment, 

creating a trade-off between better matching and human capital 

depreciation.116 Nevertheless, for many of the most marginalised 

jobseekers, good quality job search help and adviser support are 

currently a central part of employment service interventions. it is 

therefore important to consider what kinds of pre-employment 

intervention are most effective in fostering sustained employment.

An obvious problem with the concept of a ‘good’ job match 

is that it is very intangible: by definition it is dependent upon the 

individual and the employer. Nevertheless, evidence does allow 

conclusions to be drawn about some of the available mechanisms 

by which employment service advisers can foster a good job 

match. These are discussed below. 

Job search support at a basic level involves jobseekers working 

with advisers to identify appropriate job opportunities. clearly, this 

covers a huge range of interventions of different levels of intensity. 

on the whole, however, reasonably basic job search support can be 

a relatively cheap option and has been shown to produce positive 

results.117 in an experimental setting in Sweden, 55% of people 

receiving these services found a job within one year, whereas a 

similar group of jobseekers, who did not get this support, had a 

job entry rate of 42%.118 Supporting these findings, Martin and 

Grubb estimate that job search reporting and regular interviews 

116   Department for Work and Pensions, Jobseekers’s Allowance - Transitions to Work and Early Returns to JSA: 

Secondary Analysis of the JSA Claimant Survey, 46.

117   iFAu - office of labour Market Policy evaluation, What Works and for Whom: a Review of OECD Countries’ 

Experiences With Active Labour Market Policies, 17.

118   This study is quoted in: Peter Robinson, “Active labour Market Policies: A case of evidence-Based Policy-

Making?,” Oxford Review of Economic Policy, 16: 1 (2000).
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each have a positive impact of around 15-30% on probabilities of 

moving out of unemployment – so-called hazard rates.119  

But the apparent success of effective job search is not necessarily 

mirrored in job retention, and here the evidence on what works 

is less clear-cut. A qualitative study conducted by the DWP found 

that advisers were aware of the importance of getting the right job 

match, and over time had directed increasing resources at getting 

it right. one employment Zone Manager said, “We don’t push them 

to be applying for jobs from day one, we’re trying to get to know 

them and find out what they want to do, the retention is generally 

about getting the match right. if you get the match right, you get 

the retention.”120  in response to the problem of jobseekers failing 

to sustain employment because the job was ‘not suitable’, Poppe 

et al. make a case for focusing all pre-employment services on the 

best possible placement.121  Supporting a jobseeker to find the 

best possible job placement considering individual circumstances 

means to discuss what a possible job will entail so that the jobseeker 

has realistic expectations. A lone parent, for example, will find it 

difficult to work irregular shifts. To ensure long-term attachment 

to the labour market, these matching efforts should be combined 

with discussions about career paths and future goals. 

Quantitative studies suggest that job matching, especially where 

building connections with employers is a central part of the service 

provider’s role, can be successful. The Way into Work Pilot, which ran 

in the uK from July to December 1999, aimed to assist disadvantaged 

jobseekers with intensive job matching support. Advisers were 

trained to understand employers’ business needs and carefully 

119  i FAu - office of labour Market Policy evaluation, What Works and for Whom: a Review of OECD Countries’ 

Experiences With Active Labour Market Policies, 34.

120   Department for Work and Pensions, Evaluation of the Single Provider Employment Zone Extension, by Rita 

Griffiths, Stewart Durkin and Alison Mitchell (london: HMSo, 2005), 33.

121   Nan Poppe, Julie Strawn and Karin Martinson, “Whose Job is it? creating opportunities for Advancement,” 

Workforce Intermediaries in 21st Century (2003).
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map jobseekers to vacancies, in the hope that this would increase 

the employability of the target group as well as building stronger 

relationships with local employers. The pilot delivered impressive 

results with work placements up by 37% on non pilot areas. employers 

who took people from the scheme reported being pleased with 

those they had recruited and keen to employ more, suggesting that 

sustainability may also have been better than usual.122  However, it is 

unclear what the drivers of the programme’s success really were, as no 

rigorous evaluation was undertaken.

A still more intensive job matching scheme was undertaken by 

Jobcentre Plus staff working specifically with centrica to fill a pre-

determined number of jobs in 2001.123  Adviser support involved a 

wide range of interventions including: motivation and confidence 

building efforts; attempts to prepare the jobseeker with a good 

understanding of the specific workplace and type of work involved; 

and an understanding of the employer’s expectations, among other 

things. unsurprisingly, perhaps, after such intensive efforts followed 

by a competitive recruitment process, sustainability was very high 

and around 90% of successful candidates were still in employment 

at the company one year later. once again, though, it is very unclear 

whether any real conclusions about the effectiveness of such 

interventions, let alone their cost-effectiveness, can be drawn.  

indeed, despite the general conclusion that assisted work 

search can be effective, for some people even that may not be 

the best approach. Meadows found that intensive job search 

requirements are not the most appropriate intervention to achieve 

sustained employment for jobseekers who are less job ready: in 

such cases work search may yield a job outcome but it is unlikely to 

be sustained.124  Finally, a review of different active labour market 

122   Sheila Riddell, Work Preparation and Vocational Rehabilitation: A Literature Review (Glasgow: Strathclyde 

centre for Disability Research, 2001), 41.

123  ibid, 29.

124  london Development Agency, What Works With Worklessness?, 22.
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policies in the oecD by Daguerre and etherington found that 

people with low skills and young people from BMe groups are in 

danger of entering the grey economy if a work first approach is not 

supplemented by other measures.125  

A further kind of pre-work intervention, aimed at helping 

the long-term excluded and those with chronic health 

conditions, is a relatively recent innovation in the uK. in 

2003 the condition Management Programme, developed 

by local National Health Service providers and Jobcentre 

Plus, was launched as part of the Pathways to Work pilots. 

The programme provides a ‘bio-psychosocial’ assessment 

of clients’ health conditions, aiming to identify obstacles to 

their returning to work and find ways around those problems.  

The assessment, along with advice and information on 

health conditions, is provided via either one-to-one sessions 

with professionals such as psychotherapists or group sessions 

focusing on particular health conditions. evaluations showed that 

participants found one-to-one sessions particularly helpful.126  

The professionals working on the programme reported positive 

outcomes such as improved confidence, self-esteem, physical 

appearance and stamina.127 little is known about the isolated 

impact of these programmes on sustainability per se, although in 

many cases such interventions would seem to be a pre-requisite for 

participation in the labour market at all.

overall, there are many different possible levels of pre-

employment support intensity and little evidence on what works 

125   Department for Work and Pensions, Active Labour Market Policies in International Context: What Works Best? 

Lessons for the UK, by Anne Daguerre and David etherington (london: HMSo, 2009), 19.

126   Department for Work and Pensions, Incapacity Benefit Reforms Pilot: Findings From a Longitudinal Panel of 

Client, by Anne corden, Katherine Nice and Roy Sainsbury (london, 2005). 

127   Department for Work and Pensions, What Works for Whom? A Review of Evidence and Meta-Analysis for the 

Department for Work and Pensions, 105.
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effectively and for whom. This is compounded by the fact that, 

often, pre-work interventions such as those available to jobseekers 

on the eRA pilots, are difficult to isolate from other measures 

introduced to promote retention. The difficulties of drawing 

firm conclusions about this important element of successful 

employment services is one of the strongest arguments for 

deploying adviser discretion and allowing flexibility. indeed, part 

of the difficulty of identifying the impact of pre-employment 

support is that many programmes are combined with a post-

employment element. 

 

Post-employment support
even in cases where a good job match is secured, however, for 

those furthest from the labour market this alone may not be 

sufficient to break the cycle of revolving door employment. Re-

entering the labour market after a long period of unemployment, or 

returning to work after earlier negative experiences in employment 

 – such as short-term or unsuitable jobs – can be daunting, and 

problems often arise.128  

The transition back to work can pose personal, as well as work-

related, challenges, such as negotiating transport and childcare 

arrangements. if they are not addressed at an early stage, these 

issues can, in some cases, lead to dismissal or resignation. looking 

at data on repeat JSA claimants, just under one in five had either 

been dismissed from their previous job, or had left because they 

didn’t like it.129  A failure to resolve initial problems could account 

for many of these early terminations. 

one solution to these problems is to offer new employees 

some form of in-work support. in-work support mechanisms have 

been trialled by a number of public and private employment 

128  london Development Agency, What Works With Tackling Worklessness?, 23.

129  Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, 27.
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programmes, as well as some employers, both in the uK and 

abroad. Such support can be offered by the employment service 

provider, by the employer or both in cooperation. evaluations of 

small-scale, private initiatives are hard to come by, but several 

public employment schemes have incorporated various forms 

of in-work support. For example, many interventions have been 

trialled through the Workstep programme, helping people with 

disabilities find and retain employment; and the eRA pilots, 

to increase the retention and advancement prospects of New  

Deal participants. 

one method employed by both private providers and the 

Workstep and eRA programmes is the continuation of regular 

interviews between adviser and jobseeker even after the jobseeker 

has entered employment. Typically these continue over the first 

few months’ transition period, helping to ensure the new working 

routine becomes established, and giving advisers the opportunity 

to help their clients with any emerging issues. in the experience of 

personal advisers, such interviews have been deemed successful 

in anticipating and addressing the particular issues which could 

trigger problems.130 74% of participants on the eRA pilots had 

contact with Jobcentre Plus staff while in work, for example, 

compared to just 30% of a control group.131

Box 2.5: advice and financial support under era

Despite large take-up of the interviews and the combination of support 

with financial incentives (discussed above), eRA was not hugely 

successful in helping long-term jobseekers find sustained jobs and 

advance. The net impact of the programme for the target group of long-

term unemployed people has not been as great as might have been 

130   David Jason Fischer, The Road to Good Employment Retention: Three Successful Programms From the Jobs 

Initiative (Baltimore: Annie e. casey Foundation, 2005).

131   Department for Work and Pensions, implementation and Second-Year Impacts for New Deal 25 Plus 

Customers in the UK Employment Retention and Advancement (ERA) Demonstration, 55.
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hoped.132  At the end of the two-year programme, 42.2% of participants 

were receiving JSA - that is 2.6 percentage points fewer than those in a 

control group. The average total amount of JSA received in the same 

year was £72 lower for eRA participants than for the control group – a 

5% drop.133  While there is some hope that the effects on advancement 

will emerge in the longer run, the immediate impact is discouraging. 

The picture for lone parents is slightly different. They received 

the same support as long-term unemployed participants. But the 

impact here, compared to a control group of lone parents, was more 

encouraging. The programme had a positive effect largely because 

it increased the proportion of lone parents working full-time, which 

led to higher earnings. Parents participating in eRA worked full-time 

for an average of 5.2 months over the two year pilots, compared to 

an average of 3.5 months of full-time work for the control group.134  

However, eRA’s main success was in speeding up parents’ entry into 

work: comparison with figures from the control group revealed the 

programme had little impact on retention rates.  So while there was a 

positive impact of eRA – it brought forward job entry for lone parents 

- success in terms of employment retention is limited.  

Discussions with employment service providers during the 

course of this research, revealed that some advisers visit the workplace 

of their clients themselves during the first week, and remain in 

regular telephone contact.135 on the Workstep programme, it was 

common for advisers to engage in some form of ‘job coaching’, 

which generally involved support workers spending the first few 

days guiding a new employee in the workplace.136 Support materials 

were also used, including visual aids and checklists to help with time 

management or operation of machinery. 

132  ibid.

133  ibid, 9.

134   Department for Work and Pensions, Implementation and Second-Year Impacts for Lone Parents in the UK 

Employment Retention and Advancement (ERA) Demonstration, 106.

135   interview with employment service provider, 08 December 2008, london.

136  WORKSTEP Evaluation Case Studies: Exploring the Design, Delivery and Performance of the WORKSTEP 

Programme, by Ann Purvis, James lowrey and lynn Dobbs (london: HMSo, 2006), 84.
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There are also longer-term methods of providing in-work 

support, which were much more likely to be voluntary. Voluntary 

approaches may be favoured for less hard-to-help jobseekers, since 

they reduce deadweight costs, are less disruptive and encourage 

independence where possible. Some American welfare-to-

work programmes included ‘peer group’ support and telephone 

helplines for new employees who experienced difficulties.137  Peer 

support groups may be linked to training or induction workshops, 

but generally entail groups of new employees meeting to share 

experiences and tackle problems with others in a similar position. 

Helplines were open to both new employees and employers, 

allowing them easy access to information on resolving common 

work-related problems, as well as answering questions on tax and 

benefit entitlements. However, none of these schemes have been 

separately evaluated so there is little concrete evidence that they 

have a significant impact on retention.138  

in the uK, along similar lines, one employment service provider 

offers a ‘Graduate commitment’: extending office opening hours 

for one evening a week with an open door policy, to allow clients 

who have recently moved into employment the chance to go in and 

discuss any problems they may be experiencing. The service is not 

particularly widely used, but advisers believe that its existence alone 

provides an added sense of security for new employees and thus 

eases the transition to employment.139 

An important element of fostering retention in the longer term is 

that providers have some contact with employers. evaluation of the 

Workstep scheme found that promoting links between employers and 

employment services, through the use of case studies on successful 

placements, as well as the benefits of employment for programme 

137   Department for Work and Pensions, From Job Seekers to Job Keepers: Job Retention, Advancement and the 

Role of in-Work Support Programmes, 95.

138  ibid, 95-96.

139  interview with employment service provider, 06 January 2009, london.
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participants, might encourage employers to take a pro-active stance 

on ensuring retention.140  For example, many advisers participating in 

job coaching felt the provision was usually best undertaken by the 

employer - sometimes in return for financial assistance - to encourage 

smoother, quicker integration of the employee.141  

Many effective employers also offer new employees a ‘buddy’ 

or ‘mentor’ – another member of staff who takes responsibility 

for the welfare of the new recruit.142  employers also reported 

that they appreciated providers ‘being on the end of the phone’ 

to allow for a quick response to problems arising with new 

employees.143 it is important to note, however, that this may be 

alienating for jobseekers. in one study a private employment 

provider reported that some employees were uncomfortable 

with the idea of their adviser and employer consulting on  

their progress.144  

evidence suggests that both employees and employers are 

appreciative of in-work support. An evaluation of the Workstep 

scheme found “the overwhelming majority of providers described 

the positive impact Workstep has on the lives of supported 

employees.”145  employers, too, reported that supported employees 

“were more dedicated to their jobs than other employees…were 

very committed, had good punctuality and had a positive impact 

upon fellow employees”. 146 

140   WORKSTEP Evaluation Case Studies: Exploring the Design, Delivery and Performance of the WORKSTEP 

Programme, 82.

141   ibid., 84. WORKSTEP Evaluation Case Studies: Exploring the Design, Delivery and Performance of the WORKSTEP 

Programme, 84.

142  See, for example, the buddy scheme run through the Marks and Start programme

143   WORKSTEP Evaluation Case Studies: Exploring the Design, Delivery and Performance of the WORKSTEP 

Programme, 82.

144   Pamela Meadow, Local Initiatives to Help Workless People Find and Keep Paid Work (london: Joseph 

Rowntree Foundation, 2008), 13.

145   WORKSTEP Evaluation Case Studies: Exploring the Design, Delivery and Performance of the WORKSTEP 

Programme, 87.

146  ibid., 94.
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However, when questioned on the effectiveness of the support 

offered by Workstep, some employers felt that their Workstep-

supported employees were no different to other members of staff 

and needed little, if any, support from the provider.147  in the case of 

the eRA pilots, it was again evident that the need for problem-solving 

support may have been overestimated. While 74% of participants had 

contact with employment services when in work, only 10% received 

support with work-related problems and around 6% received advice 

on personal matters. Most of the advice that was administered related 

to prospects for advancement, such as working out long-term career 

goals (23.7%) or finding a training course (35%).148  

Some advisers also raised questions as to the appropriateness 

of such advice in all cases, particularly for older jobseekers who 

had not worked in many years; “many advisers felt that the notion 

of advancement envisioned in the eRA programme was not 

always relevant to such clients, who saw advancement as simply 

retaining work.” 149 

This suggests that, certainly if administered in a mandatory 

or uniform way, in-work support may be associated with high 

deadweight costs. The lack of rigorous evaluations on many 

of these initiatives also poses problems. While employees and 

employers report that they like these kinds of services, there is 

little evidence to suggest concrete success. indeed, trials of post-

employment support operating in four states of the uS revealed 

no statistically significant effects on retention and advancement 

rates.150  But as with eRA, which had no evident impact on retention, 

evaluation is complicated by the fact that the programmes were 

evaluated in aggregate. Since they incorporated a wide variety of 

147  ibid., 83

148   Department for Work and Pensions, Implementation and Second-Year Impacts for New Deal 25 Plus 

Customers in the UK Employment Retention and Advancement (ERA) Demonstration, 61.

149  ibid., 65.

150  london Development Agency, What Works With Worklessness?
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different retention interventions - including employee counselling, 

advice on benefits and retention payments - the impact of any one 

component was impossible to disaggregate.

A key message from one evaluation of Workstep highlighted 

the importance of significant delivery flexibility “to meet the 

needs of individual supported employees.”151  So, as with human 

capital approaches, the success of interventions appears to 

increase with the flexibility to allow jobseekers and advisers to 

come up with their own answer.  The use of in-work support is 

even more reliant on a high degree of flexibility since poorly 

targeted approaches can lead to large deadweight costs and 

may even disrupt the integration of the employee, creating 

dependencies. Tailoring support offers the best chance for 

providers to ensure that interventions are appropriate, and that 

the interaction between pre-work and in-work support can 

facilitate a smooth transition.

a holIstIc aPProach to eMPloyMent suPPort

Given the wide variety of support mechanisms which have been 

trialled, but the lack of conclusive evidence on the superiority 

of any one intervention, a number of recent employment 

programmes have introduced a mixed programme of support. 

This approach implicitly acknowledges that the diverse needs of 

jobseekers – particularly those facing severe or multiple barriers 

to employment – require employment services to make use 

of a wide range of the measures set out in this chapter. Box 2.6  

sets out the adoption of this approach by the Workstep and 

Stepup programmes. 

151   WORKSTEP Evaluation Case Studies: Exploring the Design, Delivery and Performance of the WORKSTEP 

Programme, 95.
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Box 2.6: case study: workstep and stepup

Workstep is a government-supported employment programme 

specifically designed for people who, due to a disability or work-limiting 

health problem, may find it difficult to find or keep a job. it is offered 

to people both in and out of work. Jobcentre Plus administers the 

programme and commissions local authorities as well as third sector 

and private organisations to deliver services. Advisers draw up an 

individual development plan with each client, which is subsequently 

monitored. For those in work, there are funds to pay for adjustments at 

the workplace and to provide awareness training for staff and managers. 

Participants who are not in work go to regular meetings with an adviser, 

they are offered help with application processes, training courses and 

work trials.a Participants work in the open economy, in supported 

placements or in supported businesses. 

users of the Workstep programme report that an ideal package of 

support takes a holistic approach to their needs, a challenge the Workstep 

programme meets. A case study of the programme found that “in general, 

supported employees were very positive about their involvement with the 

programme and many highlighted numerous personal and social benefits, 

in addition to the financial rewards they derive from their work.”b in 

general, participants liked the idea of a ‘safety net’ to fall back on. Because 

they had someone to turn to for support, they felt more confident when 

entering in to work. The in-work support from personal advisers provides 

encouragement and constructive feedback about work done. The 

customised training available to users has been emphasised by Workstep 

providers as being of particular importance.c

Stepup was established as a pilot programme, offering subsidised job 

placements to New Deal participants who had been out of work for six months 
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after completing their first New Deal option or intensive Activity Period. 

Participants were paid National Minimum Wage in placements that lasted 

for up to 50 weeks and were for up to 33 hours per week. Stepup produced 

a significant impact on job outcomes for the 30 to 49 year age-group (32% of  

those eligible). The programme showed small benefits for the 25 to 29 

group, but not for younger Jobcentre Plus clients.d

a    WoRKSTeP evaluation case Studies: exploring the Design, Delivery and Performance of the WoRKSTeP Programme.

b   ibid. 

c      Department for Work and Pensions, What Works for Whom? A Review of evidence and Meta-Analysis for 

the Department for Work and Pensions.

d      Paul Bivand, Bee Brooke, Sarah Jenkins, Dave Simmonds (2006) evaluation of StepuP Pilot: Final Report 

Department for Work and Pensions Research Report No 337 

conclusIon

The range of programmes offered to help jobseekers and support 

them to sustain employment is broad. As this brief overview has 

shown, there is no clear indication that any single programme 

works significantly better than others in all circumstances. While 

it is possible to see some trends – job search support and work 

experience appear to be the most commonly successful approaches 

and basic skills training appears to have low immediate returns – 

these lessons do not apply to all jobseekers uniformly. 

Although some very different client groups such as lone 

parents, ex-offenders and long-term unemployed people may 

often face similar challenges in finding and sustaining employment, 

the package of interventions that works for a given person is as 

unique as they are. Policymakers will generally fail if they try to 

determine the right interventions for all, beyond some broad and 

well-worn conclusions, the effectiveness of activation strategies. 

Rather, support for each jobseeker needs to be personalised to be 
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effective. Service providers need the flexibility to tailor interventions 

to ensure successful and sustained job outcomes.152 

Aside from the intrinsic benefits of flexibility, the complexity of 

the welfare-to-work challenge implies that a pluralistic approach is 

needed. evidence on effective interventions is far from complete 

and innovation is essential. employment service providers need 

the opportunity to experiment to determine what works best for 

each jobseeker. 

What does this mean for policymakers? it implies that the 

question of how to configure employment services becomes less 

about which interventions ‘work’ and more about creating the 

structures within which employment service providers operate to 

achieve flexibility, accountability and innovation. This should focus 

policy attention on how these structures operate, rather than on 

searching for specific kinds of intervention. currently, a number of 

systemic problems hamper the ability of uK employment service 

providers to deliver sustained outcomes. These will form the focus 

of the next chapter. 

 

152   Department for Work and Pensions, Active Labour Market Policies in International Context: What Works Best? 

Lessons for the UK; Evans and Meager, The Evaluation of Active Labour Market Measures for the Long-Term 

Unemployed.
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chaPter 3: shortcoMIngs oF the eMergIng systeM 

chapter 1 described the scale and nature of the hidden problem of 

revolving door employment. it also discussed some of the attributes 

of the uK labour market that contribute to the transitory nature of 

employment for those on the fringes of the labour market, and the 

implications of those observations for policy. chapter 2 considered 

the range of interventions commonly deployed to achieve sustained 

employment. our review of the evidence suggests only one reliable 

rule for effective employment programmes: that there are few 

consistently appropriate interventions for jobseekers. interventions 

need to be varied to match individual needs and innovation is crucial. 

These insights suggest that attention should be focused on the 

importance of system design. As this chapter reveals, the current 

system of employment services places much emphasis on the role 

of policymakers in micromanaging interventions and resource 

allocations. The problems associated with this approach suggest 

an improved system should combine flexibility and innovation 

with accountability, to ensure that service providers’ interventions 

are appropriately targeted, achieve the desired goal and are  

cost-effective. 

 in pursuing these goals, an effective system to achieve sustained 

employment must succeed in three broad areas:

•	  classification: it must be able to identify jobseekers with 

weak attachment to the labour market. 

•	  Resource allocation: it must provide the flexibility and 

incentives to allow service providers to tailor their support 

and engage jobseekers.

•	  outcomes: it must drive service providers’ performance 

on the basis of carefully-defined sustained employment 

outcomes rather than simple proxies, which can lead to 

unintended consequences.
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Getting these elements right is central to making sure that providers 

choose the right interventions for the right jobseekers and at the 

right time. This chapter assesses how the current welfare-to-work 

system measures up against these aims. The final chapter then 

outlines recommendations for a twenty-first century employment 

service which can overcome current shortcomings in each area, 

and the implications of these recommendations for the direction 

of welfare reform over the next decade. 

the october 2009 welfare-to-work regime
under the emerging welfare-to-work system, there are two 

main dimensions by which jobseekers are categorised. The 

first is by jobseeker type: people with potentially work-limiting 

health problems claim the employment and Support Allowance  

(eSA), while others claim Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA). The  

second categorisation is by length of unemployment (or length of 

benefit claim). 

chapter 2 set out the diverse array of interventions available 

to employment service providers trying to achieve sustained 

employment outcomes. But the evidence on some of these 

interventions is patchy and inconsistent, and many are very expensive. 

one way to reduce the costs is for policymakers to stipulate what 

kinds of interventions should apply to each group of jobseekers in 

aggregate, based on available evidence. This is considered to be the 

best means of centrally limiting the risk of under- or over-spending 

on employment programmes. The tendency in the current system is 

therefore for policymakers to develop a top-down segmentation of 

the entire claimant group, with different categories offered different 

forms of support. 

under the eSA regime, for example, claimants remain with 

Jobcentre Plus for the first 13 weeks before being referred to the 

Pathways to Work programme. Meanwhile, under the JSA regime, 

jobseekers will face four (and before long five) stages of steadily 
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escalating support and conditionality as their claim progresses. 

Box 3.1, below, outlines the interventions involved at each stage 

of the current JSA regime. This escalating system of intervention 

is designed to minimise the unnecessary or ‘deadweight’ costs 

associated with putting all the newly unemployed on expensive 

support programmes, when the majority of them are likely to 

move back into work within a short time and without assistance. 

The consequence of targeting based on length of claim, however, 

is that jobseekers with a long-term broken work history and those 

for whom an unemployment spell is an aberration are treated in 

the same way from day one of their claim. 

Box 3.1: the april 2009 reforms to the Jobseeker’s allowance 

regime

This summary sets out the options for support at each intervention 

point of a jobseeker’s claim. Available support was increased in 2009, 

and this box sets out the old and new offers, where different. 

stage 1: First 12 weeks

Old offer: 

•	  Drawing up a job search plan and catering for basic skills needs. 

•	  Five minute interviews every two weeks conducted to prove 

claimants are looking for work.

New offer:

•	  More discretion for advisers and availability of additional support, 

some of which was previously only on offer at Stage 3. 

•	  Jobseekers can be referred to Programme centres – these are 

private and third sector providers offering job search or cV 

help. They can also attend courses run through Jobcentre Plus, 

providing help for different jobseekers, such as those who have 

never previously been unemployed. 

•	  Jobseekers can access the Adviser Discretionary Fund (ADF) which 

can provide money for additional expenses.
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stage 2: 13 to 26 weeks

There are no significant changes between the old and the new offers at this 

stage. in london, however, jobseekers reaching this point become eligible 

for half price travel.

•	  Jobseekers begin this stage with a twenty-minute interview with 

an adviser, where the Jobseeker’s Agreement and the client’s job 

goals are reviewed. 

•	  For the first six weeks, jobseekers have a weekly twenty minute 

interview with an adviser; this is the ‘intensive matching period’. 

•	  After this, they go back to a five-minute meeting every two weeks.

•	  Jobseekers remain eligible for referral to Programme centres and 

to receive subsidies from the ADF. 

stage 3: 26 to 52 weeks

Begins with a forty-minute interview when the Jobseeker’s Agreement and 

job goals are reviewed again, followed by another six weeks of weekly ‘job 

matching’ interviews.

 

Old offer: 

options such as local employment Partnership (leP) placements 

and work trials would have become available at this point 

– leP placements are now available to all and work trials 

available to the most disadvantaged jobseekers from day one.  

New offer: 

Additional options available at this point:

•	  incentives for employers: those who recruit someone on Stage 3 

will receive £500 for an initial job start and a further £500 for those 

remaining in work after six months. They will also be able to access 

up to £1500 for training costs via Train to Gain.

•	  Support is offered to those wishing to become self-employed. 

These jobseekers are exempt from proving they are actively 

seeking employment for up to eight weeks, and offered help from 

a brokering service. if they succeed in becoming self-employed, 

they are offered payment of £50 per week for the first 16 weeks. 
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•	  Jobseekers can also ask to gain volunteering experience and help  

to do so through a brokering service – this can help boost their 

confidence and will enhance their cV.

•	  They can also request generic or specific work-focused training, 

funded by a training allowance rather than JSA.

stage 4: 52 to 104 weeks

Jobseekers reaching one year of unemployment will be moved onto 

the Flexible New Deal programme. They will leave the Jobcentre Plus 

regime and begin to work with a private or third sector provider of 

employment services. 

 

Key elements of the Flexible New Deal (FND) programme:

•	  Private and third sector providers will operate under a ‘black 

box’ approach. They are given the freedom to assess the needs 

of individual jobseekers and employ a range of interventions 

as they see fit. These could include advice in job search, help 

with cVs, skills training, help with personal barriers to work 

or support with expenses such as work clothes or travel 

requirements. 

•	  contractors also have the flexibility to draw on the skills of smaller 

specialist providers, or local organisations, to meet the specific 

needs of their clients. 

•	  contractors will be paid by results for getting their clients into 

employment, rather than paid for undertaking processes. They 

will receive payments  for achieving employment outcomes that 

are sustained to 13 and 26 weeks. 

stage 5: 104 weeks onwards

At present, there are a number of proposals on the most appropriate 

programme of support for those who have not entered sustained 

employment after one year on the FND. in 2010 – as the first cohort 

complete the FND – pilots for such a programme will begin in several areas. 

in these areas, those leaving Stage 4 will be required to participate in either: 
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•	  a Work for your Benefit programme involving work experience for 

up to six months; or

•	  an alternative programme delivered by Jobcentre Plus involving 

increased support and interaction to help long-term unemployed 

people find work.153 

Stage 5 programmes will be mandatory and will involve full-time work-

related activity. The aim will be to help those jobseekers who have been out 

of employment for a long time to learn or regain work habits and routines, 

and to address the substantial barriers to work experienced by this group. in 

areas operating the pilot schemes, Jobcentre Plus advisers will also be allowed 

to refer jobseekers to the programme who they feel would benefit from this 

type of activity earlier in their claim. Those completing Stage 4 in non-pilot 

areas will return to Stage 3 of the process after 24 months.  

From the Whitehall perspective, then, jobseekers on the main 

programmes fall into one of seven separate categories, depicted in 

Figure 3.1 below. each category delivers different levels of support, 

with the hardest to help – defined as those who have been out of 

work longest – afforded the most. 

Figure 3.1: rationing of support: segmentation by disability and length 

of claim
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153   Department for Work and Pensions, Raising expectations and increasing Support: Reforming Welfare for the  

 Future (london: HMSo, 2008), 112.
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Another significant aspect of the current system is the variation 

in objectives applicable to each section of the system. obviously, 

all elements aim to achieve job outcomes for their clients. But 

what this means in practice varies by jobseeker category. under 

Stages 1 to 3 of the JSA regime, Jobcentre Plus has targets to get 

JSA claimants into a job, but there is no significant reward for 

Jobcentres that achieve sustained job outcomes past one day of 

employment. Pathways to Work and FND, by contrast, are both153 

payment-by-results systems. Providers are awarded 70% and 80% 

of their contract value only for achieving employment sustained 

to at least 13 weeks.154  The principle behind this approach is that, 

by funding job outcomes rather than specific interventions, DWP 

gives providers the flexibility to try different approaches and find 

out what works best. 

Within this rather rigid system, a minority of jobseekers have 

access to more intensive and personalised support earlier in their 

claim. Personal advisers have some limited scope to fast-track 

newly unemployed jobseekers straight to the Gateway Stage 

(otherwise reached after six months of unemployment). For certain 

groups – including homeless jobseekers, those with substance 

abuse problems, and ex-offenders – more intensive support is 

available early on. But for the vast majority of jobseekers, the level 

of adviser flexibility and discretion increases only once their claim 

is of sufficient length to place them in the category of the hardest 

to help. 

The existing welfare system can therefore be seen as a 

patchwork of both rigid categorisation and top-down resource 

allocation, alongside incentives designed to allow devolution of 

decision-making and innovation. The next three sections look at 

the kind of frictions that the current system creates, measured 

153  

154   under the FND, the outcome-based proportion of the payment has been reduced in the early years of the 

contracts to reflect the prevailing economic climate.
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against the three elements of a more effective system set  

out above.

1. classIFIcatIon: JoBseekers’ hIstorIes are hIdden  
FroM the systeM

A defining characteristic of the current system is that it is built 

around the assumption of a jobseeker’s linear journey through 

unemployment and into work, where the story ends. A jobseeker 

who moves off JSA and into work only to fall out of work again 

shortly afterwards is treated in exactly the same way as a jobseeker 

with an otherwise unbroken work history. Both claimants start at 

the beginning of the JSA regime, receiving the bare minimum of 

adviser time and support. yet, while cheap and minimal support 

might be appropriate for the first-time unemployed person, it fails 

to target those trapped in revolving door employment. only in 

a very limited number of cases, such as people experiencing an 

extremely brief spell of employment, is it the case that jobseekers 

retain the right to go back to more intensive employment support 

as soon as they fall out of work.155  

As chapter 1 discussed, the fact that revolving door 

employment is hidden from the system in this way is no small 

problem. indeed, analysis of claimant data in 1998 found that, in 

February 1995, while around 36% of jobseekers had been claiming 

JSA continuously for over a year, half of the remainder had 

cumulatively claimed for over 12 months in the past two years.156  

Notwithstanding that these figures are now dated, this implies 

that the current system effectively overlooks the greater needs of 

around a third of the stock of JSA claimants. For all those cycling 

155   linking rules for JSA mean that claimants go back to stage 3 of their claim if they find work at Stage 3 

and spend less than 28 days in employment. claimants who have been in work for less than two of the 

previous 24 months will be fast-tracked to Stage 4.

156   Paul Teasdale, “incidence and Repeat Spells of unemployment: an Analysis using claimant Data,” Labour 

Market Trends (1998), 560.
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between employment and benefits, defining appropriate support 

mechanisms on the length of a single claim therefore represents  

a false economy. This approach risks exacerbating the scarring 

effects of protracted or frequent past spells of unemployment. 

2. resource allocatIon: FlexIBIlIty and IncentIVes 
wIthIn the current systeM

As discussed above, the current system relies heavily on the 

top-down categorisation of jobseekers – primarily according to 

length of benefit claim and the existence of health problems or 

disabilities. This structure can be thought of as a form of rationing, 

attempting to ensure that deadweight costs are not incurred 

through providing extra support for jobseekers who may not 

require it. But focusing on two particular characteristics as the 

primary indicators of need seems to be a very imperfect approach, 

especially since these two characteristics may be poor predictors 

of the actual needs of jobseekers.

But the flexibility available to providers working with certain 

categories of jobseeker (e.g. those on FND) is less evident 

for those on other programmes. Further, the very process of 

compartmentalising jobseekers reduces flexibility. Structuring the 

system in this way causes four significant problems: 

•	  First, categorisation by personal characteristics is 

unhelpful. Where jobseekers are allocated to different 

programmes based on certain attributes (such as 

disability), the need for support potentially varies 

significantly within each group;

•	  Second, categorisation by length of claim exacerbates 

the disengagement problem; 

•	  Third, categorisation distorts decisions about resource 

allocation. Having seven different categories of 
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jobseekers on programmes operated by different state, 

private and third sector organisations makes assessments 

of each individual’s needs more difficult; 

•	  Fourth, overlapping contracts are wasteful. categorisation 

leads to numerous costly and overlapping networks of 

provision and endless contracting rounds in the same 

geographical area.

each of these problems is discussed in turn.

categorisation by personal characteristics is unhelpful
Policy changes for people on incapacity Benefit (now employment 

and Support Allowance), requiring and helping them to seek work, 

have meant that the distinction between those jobseekers with 

work-limiting health problems and those without has become 

increasingly academic. For those assessed to be capable of 

working, the new employment and Support Allowance, introduced 

in october 2008, carries the possibility that claimants will have 

benefits reduced if they do not actively seek employment. This 

makes eSA not dissimilar from the slightly less generous JSA regime, 

which works on the same principle.

However, while the convergence of the two regimes is one 

reason for questioning the separation of people into two groups, 

the other is the similarities of the challenges faced by those in 

each group. Previous SMF analysis has shown that just under 

30% of those claiming JSA for 12 months or more report having 

some kind of health problem or disability.157 Partly reflecting 

that fact, the flows of people between iB and JSA each year are 

significant: one study analysing administrative data concluded 

that around 300,000 people each year moved from JSA to iB or 

157   ian Mulheirn and Verena Menne, The Flexible New Deal: Making It Work (london: Social Market Foundation, 

2008), 56.
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vice versa in 1999 and 2000,158 illustrating the artificial nature 

of the categorisation. Further, while physical or mental health 

problems do appear to be associated with having somewhat 

lower employment chances when other characteristics are 

taken into account,159  there are other attributes, such as having 

no qualifications or coming from a BMe group, which are much 

stronger indicators of labour market disadvantage.

The intensive support regimes for JSA and eSA are increasingly 

similar; the boundary between the two is very fluid and the 

determining characteristic for eSA – the existence of a health 

condition – is not necessarily any more important a characteristic 

in determining employability than others. For these reasons, the 

continued separation between employment services for these two 

client groups looks somewhat anomalous. 

categorisation by length of claim exacerbates the 
disengagement problem
Time-based assessments of jobseeker need are the instrument 

Jobcentre Plus relies upon most heavily to allocate resources. 

in both the eSA and JSA regimes, support increases the longer 

someone is out of work. This form of rationing is done for good 

reason. intensive programmes of support are expensive and it is 

difficult to identify the people in need of intensive support before 

their need becomes obvious in their failure to find work. 

The most powerful argument for using length of claim as the 

main indicator of need is that 60% of jobseekers leave JSA within 

13 weeks – almost entirely of their own accord – and 80% have 

left within 26 weeks.160  For the majority, who will flow off benefit 

with relatively little support, expensive interventions would involve 

158  Jo Bacon, “Moving Between Sickness and unemployment,” Labour Market Trends, 110: 4 (2002).

159  Mulheirn and Menne, The Flexible New Deal: Making It Work, 58.

160  Department for Work and Pensions, Flexible New Deal Evidence Paper (london: HMSo, 2007), 9.
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substantial unnecessary, or ‘deadweight’ costs. Allocating support 

on the basis of length of claim is therefore a simple and objective 

way for Jobcentre Plus to avoid these costs. But is that also a 

judgment based on only a partial analysis of costs and benefits?

Deadweight costs may not be the only source of potential 

expenditure. chapter 1 outlined the impact for the exchequer 

of failing to help people quickly, in terms of reduced earning 

power, re-employment chances and repeated benefit claims, 

all of which impose significant costs. The fact that some 40% of 

JSA claimants who find work return to unemployment within six 

months suggests that the light-touch system in the early stages of 

a new JSA claim may in fact be a false economy, driven by an over-

emphasis on containing programme costs at the expense of direct 

tax and benefit costs to the exchequer. For those who need the 

most support to find work, it is therefore likely that policymakers 

understate the costs of allocating jobseekers support by length 

of claim. 

Many claimants would benefit from earlier help. For example, 

Green and Hasluck have found that participants in the New Deal 

25 Plus found employment quicker if they were referred to the 

programme earlier.161  For this reason, the existing rules and adviser 

discretion to ‘fast-track’ a few very disadvantaged jobseekers to 

more intensive support are in place. These flexibilities are a minor 

aspect of the system, however: the vast majority of jobseekers just 

have to wait to get more support in the later stages of a claim. 

Timing of interventions is crucial for their success and to 

prevent jobseekers becoming increasingly disengaged. However, 

Hasluck and Green conclude that “The ‘ideal timing’ is likely to be 

161   Department for Work and Pensions, What Works for Whom? A Review of Evidence and Meta-Analysis for the 

Department for Work and Pensions, 50.
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context dependent, reflecting the heterogeneity of jobseekers.”162 

This makes it very problematic to use time as a tool to assess need. 

Given all this, the challenge for policymakers is to structure a system 

that can use length of claim as just one means to identify those 

who would benefit from early intervention, rather than the defining 

characteristic. But adopting such an approach leaves questions to 

be addressed, the most significant being: is there any effective way 

to overcome the problem of deadweight cost? We return to these 

issues in chapter 4. 

categorisation distorts decisions about resource allocation
As well as exacerbating risks of jobseeker disengagement, the 

siloed approach means that service delivery agencies face strange 

incentives when it comes to moving people between categories 

and programmes. Since the JSA count is a very politically sensitive 

figure – even more so in a recession – government may have an 

incentive to move as many people as possible off the active claimant 

count. The recessions in the 1980s and early 1990s saw large increases 

in the number of iB claimants. Although this was primarily driven by a 

collapse in off-flows from iB, rather than a jump in on-flows to inactive 

benefits, this ‘political parking’ meant that large numbers of people 

moved onto inactive benefits and were not helped to stay in touch 

with the labour market.163 

The Government has made it clear that it intends to avoid a 

recurrence of this phenomenon in the present recession164 and 

either way, the support offered to those on eSA is now substantially 

greater than it was for those on iB in the past. So far, it appears that 

the Government’s aim to restrict the flow of people from JSA to 

eSA has been effective: in April 2009, the number of JSA claimants 

exiting to an eSA claim were just one-third of their level in April 

162    ibid.

163   Michael Anyadike-Danes and Duncan McVicar, “Has the Boom in incapacity Benefit claimant Numbers 

Passed its Peak?,” Fiscal Studies, 29: 4 (2008).

164  Speech by James Purnell to the Jobcentre Plus National conference, 09 october 2008 (london 2008).
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2008, and around 28% of the level in the last month of the iB regime, 

october 2008.165  

The current recession will, however, place serious restrictions 

on the budgets for welfare-to-work programmes. With the 

Departmental expenditure limit (Del) in mind, the DWP may try 

to cut costs by reducing spending on welfare programmes. This 

makes sense if seen from a rather narrow point of view – however, 

when considering the big picture, things look slightly different: 

the greatest savings in welfare-to-work are not made by cutting 

services, but when jobseekers find a job, stop claiming JSA and 

other benefits, and become taxpayers themselves. The influential 

Freud Report proposed paying providers with part of the benefit 

savings which are made when jobseekers move into sustained 

work.166  in short, an over-emphasis on departmental expenditure is 

an obstacle to good policymaking. 

The incentives for Jobcentre Plus managers are, however, not 

yet influenced by this thinking.  They receive a rising number of job 

outcome points according to the perceived difficulty of getting a 

given jobseeker into work. But they do not have an incentive to let 

their advisers fast-track too many jobseekers to more specialised 

programmes because of the costs involved. When interviewed for a 

recent DWP study of referral practices from Jobcentre Plus under the 

Pathways to Work scheme, some advisers mentioned that they had 

“managerial directives…to limit referrals to more expensive services 

such as Workstep and Residential Training.”167 Winterbotham’s 

interviews with employment service staff also revealed that the 

strict criteria by which a jobseeker can be fast-tracked into training 

165  “Nomis”.

166   Department for Work and Pensions, Reducing Dependency, Increasing Opportunity: Options for the Future of 

Welfare to Work, by David Freud (london: HMSo, 2007).

167   Department for Work and Pensions, Pathways to Work From Incapacity Benefits: A Study of Referral Practices 

and Liaison Between Jobcentre Plus Advisers and Service Providers, by Katherine Nice, Annie irvine and Roy 

Sainsbury (london: HMSo, 2009).
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frequently caused problems. Very few clients who met the criteria 

were keen to take part in training and staff generally did not feel they 

would benefit. Staff also reported they encountered many jobseekers 

who were keen to train, but did not fit the criteria: 

 “I find it embarrassing sometimes when you’ve got a keen person 

that wants a certain type of training but hasn’t been unemployed 

long enough…Basically you have to say to them that because they 

don’t take drugs and don’t have a health problem then they can’t 

come on the programme.” (Restart Adviser, Wave 3)168 

Similarly, as the volume of claimants moving to Stage 4 of the 

Flexible New Deal is anticipated to increase fourfold, it seems likely 

that efforts to fast-track more needy jobseekers are set to come 

under even more pressure. 

That there are incentives other than achieving a sustained job 

outcome when allocating a jobseeker to a programme, indicates 

that programme participation does not necessarily reflect need. 

This is almost inevitable in a system where different agencies 

are responsible for different categories of jobseekers, involving 

different levels of resource. once again, the centrally determined 

need to control costs through rationing allows only minimal 

deviation from the categorisation rules that broadly determine 

who gets what support and when, to the detriment of many.

overlapping contracts are wasteful
The fourth problem caused by the existence of jobseeker 

categorisation is the large and growing number of contracts 

that are involved in the delivery of the different services. A 

wide range of services, from training and health interventions, 

to work placements and job-search support, need to be co-

168   Department for Work and Pensions, Evaluation of the Work Based Learning for Adults Programme Since April 

2001: Qualitative Interviews With ES Staff, Providers and Employers, by Mark Winterbotham, lorna Adams and 

Alistair Kuechel (london: HMSo, 2002), 3.6.
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ordinated to ensure effective support is available to jobseekers. 

The economies of scale involved in pulling together such a wide 

range of services formed the starting point of the large prime 

provider model advocated by the Freud Report.169  But the 

current fragmented approach to commissioning employment 

services means that DWP does not benefit from the potential 

economies of scale on offer. 

under the main parts of the welfare-to-work system from 

october 2009, three separate systems - Jobcentre Plus core services, 

Pathways to Work, and the Flexible New Deal - operate in the same 

geographical areas, often duplicating the infrastructure necessary 

to deliver employment services. indeed, the huge overlap in the 

needs of different welfare-to-work client groups means that very 

similar subcontracting partners crop up in the delivery of each 

programme. one provider, who was not atypical, mentioned that 

they drew money from 16 different funding streams.170  

Massive overlap in contracting creates a huge administrative 

burden both for DWP and for the private and third sector providers 

bidding for contracts.  The Department not only has to administer 

multiple time consuming and costly contracting rounds, but 

also needs to monitor a large number of contracts. For non-state 

providers, bidding for contracts represents a substantial fixed 

cost, consequently smaller organisations may be excluded from 

involvement in the market by the current proliferation of contracts. 

Some of these problems are implicitly acknowledged by DWP: the 

Department is reducing the number of programmes and enlarging 

the geographical areas within which contractors operate for the 

above reasons. For example, the Flexible New Deal, will subsume 

many of the existing New Deal Programmes. But there remains much 

169   Department for Work and Pensions, Reducing Dependency, Increasing Opportunity: Options for the Future 

of Welfare to Work.

170  interview with employment service provider.
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more simplification, with its attendant economies, that could be 

achieved. These options are explored further in chapter 4.

3. outcoMes: well-desIgned sustaIned eMPloyMent 
outcoMes 

A major contributory factor to the revolving door employment 

problem in the current system is that length of employment spell 

does not form any aspect of Jobcentre Plus Job outcome Targets 

(JoT). only once jobseekers (on either JSA or eSA) move onto the 

more intensive support programmes of Pathways to Work or FND is 

any attention paid to their likelihood of sustaining future employment.

By not providing incentives to secure sustained employment 

early in a jobseeker’s claim, the current system encourages 

Jobcentre Plus personal advisers to push jobseekers into the first 

vacancies available, regardless of sustainability concerns. From this 

perspective, it is hardly surprising that 40% of clients are back on 

benefits within six months of gaining employment.171  

The lack of sustainability targets for Jobcentre Plus is partly 

due to the fact that DWP believes they deter both advisers and 

clients from taking ‘reasonable risks’ with available vacancies.172  

The Department argues that the focus during the early period 

of a claim should be on helping the jobseeker into employment 

as quickly as possible. To some extent, this fits with evidence to 

suggest that accepting even temporary employment could leave 

people in a better position in the long-term.173  However, as the 

evidence of chapter 1 makes clear, the single most common reason 

for returning to benefits was the ending of a temporary job.174  The 

171   National Audit office, Sustainable Employment: Supporting People to Stay in Work and Advance.

172  interview with DWP officials, April 2009.

173   See Marloes Zijl, Gerard van den Berg and Arjan Heyma, Stepping Stones for the Unemployed: The Effect of 

Temporary Jobs on the Duration Until Regular Work (Bonn: institute for the Study of labour, 2004).

174  Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, 27.
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existing system is clearly not designed to facilitate the translation 

of these initial employment opportunities into more permanent 

work. instead, claimants return to Jobcentre Plus and start the 

whole costly and time-consuming process over again. 

Further, while Jobcentre Plus advisers do not prioritise sustainability, 

fairly considerable sustainability requirements come into force for 

providers delivering the more intensive programmes. So while there 

are no sustainability targets for Jobcentre Plus, private and third 

sector providers are paid for achieving 13 weeks of sustained work in 

employment Zones and 26 weeks of sustained work under Pathways 

and the Flexible New Deal. it is only on these latter programmes, then, 

that providers have an incentive to break the cycle of revolving door 

employment and work with jobseekers and employers to achieve 

better outcomes. The lack of consistency in job outcome targets across 

different programmes is puzzling in itself. But evidence suggests that 

even the three- and six-month targets for non-state providers may be 

inadequate to achieve sustained employment.

Since drop-out rates among newly employed people are 

typically high in the first three months – over 40% of lone parents 

drop out in this period175  -  it is often assumed that achieving 

three-month sustainability will solve the problem. But a number 

of studies show that this is far from the case. Hales et al. show that, 

while employment Zones facing three-month targets achieved 

substantially better three-month outcomes than other services that 

did not have such targets, their clients were ultimately not much 

more likely to sustain employment in the longer term than others. 

Their evaluation concluded that the next phase of contracting 

for employment Zones should encourage providers to focus on 

“efforts to increase the longer-term sustainability of jobs.” 176 

175  Department for Work and Pensions, Repeat Jobseeker’s Allowance Spells, 27.

176   National centre for Social Research, evaluation of Employment Zones: Report on a Cohort Survey of Long-

Term Unemployed People in the Zones and a Matched Set of Comparison Areas, by Jon Hales et al. (london:  

National centre for Social Research, 2003), 4.
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Figure 3.2 shows how important the incentives set for providers 

were in driving this result. The chart shows employment ‘survival 

rates’ by week, of employment Zone jobseekers in 2003 to 2005. in 

other words it shows the number of clients who were still in their 

job at the end of each week after beginning work, as a proportion 

of the number who started the week in work. The drop-out rate 

remains very low for the period during which providers are paid to 

care about sustainability – the first 13 weeks. But the drop-out rate 

then jumps suddenly in the 14th week after starting work.

 
Figure 3.2: employment survival rates for employment Zone 

participants

Source: Department for Work and Pensions, Flexible New Deal Evidence Paper, 27
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This indicates two crucial points: first that providers can be 

extremely effective at hitting the targets they are set; but second, 

that the targets they are set must be the right ones - sustaining 

employment to just three months does little to ensure that people 

remain employed thereafter. As DWP’s Flexible New Deal evidence 

Paper puts it: 

 “Employment Zones have been highly effective at helping 

jobseekers stay in work for 13 weeks, which is what they are paid 

for achieving. Beyond 13 weeks, however, jobseekers’ chances of 
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staying in work quickly deteriorate and their long-term prospects 

are no better than New Deal participants.”

conclusIon

As this chapter showed, the problems caused by the current 

employment system’s linear view of claimants’ employment 

patterns, centrally determined categorisation of jobseekers and 

ineffective sustainability targets are substantial. The first problem 

means that huge numbers of people are miscategorised and 

do not receive the help they require. The second hinders the 

allocation of resources to those who need the most help. And the 

third means that the job outcomes sought by employment support 

programmes do not incorporate the focus on sustainability 

required to ensure that they are cost-effective.

However, while the current welfare-to-work system proceeds 

from a top-down approach to resource allocation, there are 

many ways in which it tries to build in flexibility and target 

more sustained employment outcomes. Nevertheless, there are 

numerous bottlenecks, inconsistencies and inefficiencies in the 

approach. How can one create a system that both uses resources 

efficiently while also tailoring support to very specific individual 

needs? Many lessons in how to achieve this have emerged from 

the more innovative welfare reforms in the uK over the past ten 

years. The big question is how to generalise the best elements of 

different approaches. The final chapter outlines how a reformed 

system can be made to target sustained employment in a fairer and 

more efficient way.
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chaPter 4: a More eFFectIVe aPProach

over the coming decade, in the wake of a severe recession, 

reengaging large numbers of people in the labour market will 

be a defining challenge. Simultaneously, the squeeze on public 

spending will make it necessary to radically improve value for 

money in all aspects of government spending, including welfare-

to-work. The danger is that an obsessive focus on reducing 

departmental programme expenditure may come at the expense 

of reducing costs to the taxpayer from re-engaging people in 

sustained employment. 

There have been huge improvements in the development of 

welfare-to-work in the uK since 1997, and the intellectual direction 

of policy is the right one. But there remains a fair distance to 

go before the welfare-to-work system is designed to achieve 

sustained employment and cost-effective employment services. 

The Government knows that the solution to the problems of the 

current system lie in outcome-based commissioning. But it is 

implementing these insights neither quickly nor radically enough.

This final chapter therefore takes each of the issues identified 

in chapter 3, and suggests ways in which the system should be 

redesigned to be both fairer to jobseekers and more efficient for 

taxpayers. in doing so it offers a blueprint for the development of 

welfare reform over the coming decade.

1. classIFIcatIon: QuIcker, More accurate 
IdentIFIcatIon oF JoBseekers’ needs

An important principle that underpins the recommendations made 

here is that a particular characteristic may be relevant to, but should 

not solely determine, the level of support an individual receives. 

But as the previous chapter made clear, one glaring omission in 
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the way support is currently allocated is the lack of any information 

on a jobseeker’s past attachment to the labour market. Around 

one-third of jobseekers are effectively miss-classified as not being 

in need of employment support when evidence of their labour 

market attachment strongly suggests that they are. Figure 4.1 

illustrates the make-up of one particular claimant cohort, according 

to their labour market attachment over the last five years.

Figure 4.1: Proportion of jobseekers by amount of last five years spent 

unemployed

Rather than prioritising jobseekers according to their point-in-

time status (e.g. newly unemployed), they should be categorised 

by their attachment to the labour market. By taking account 

of the proportion of the past two years spent in employment, 

it would be easy to identify the revolving door group, as well as 

those previously long-term unemployed, and prioritise them 

appropriately. Being smarter about jobseekers’ work history would 

enable employment services to target resources more effectively 

and avoid the deadweight costs of leaving vulnerable people 

on benefit without appropriate support for the first six-or-more 

> 24 months

< 6 months

12 - 24 months

44%

18%

18%

22%

6 - 12 months

Source: Paul Teasdale, Incidence and Repeat Spells of Unemployment: an Analysis Using Claimant Data, Labour 
Market Trends (1998).
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months of each claim. indeed, at least one provider is already using 

this approach to determine necessary support for jobseekers under 

the Pathways programme.177  This approach should become the 

norm, with a labour market attachment indicator deployed in all 

employment service programmes. 

under the current system, this might mean that those who have 

spent more than 25% of the past two years unemployed would go 

directly to Stage 3 of the JSA regime, while those with unemployment 

of a year or more in the past two would go straight to Stage 4. Figure 

4.2 shows how a system based on such a measure of labour market 

attachment would alter the current linear flow through the system.

Figure 4.2: support assigned by labour market attachment: 

 Proposed system

 A cumulative measure of recent unemployment – an ‘attachment 

indicator’ - would make revolving door employment visible within the 

system and allow support to respond appropriately to the challenge 

of managing the jobseeker’s case over time.

identifying people who have found it hard to sustain employment 

would allow better targeting of resources to enable them to achieve 

177  interview with employment service provider, May 2009.

Labour Market Attachment?
% of time spent unemployed over the past two years

Stage 1: < 10%

Stage 2: 10-20%

Stage 3: 20-40%

Stage 4: > 40%
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sustained employment in the future. But while any particular 

personal characteristic - be it past repeat benefit claims, disability or 

unemployment spell duration - may be relevant, it should not, on its 

own, define the support a jobseeker receives. 

2. resource allocatIon: IncreasIng FlexIBIlIty and 
alIgnIng IncentIVes For More eFFectIVe targetIng 

once jobseekers are inside the welfare-to-work system, as chapter 

2 showed, there are myriad different types of intervention that 

providers can make to try to engage jobseekers and achieve sustained 

employment outcomes. There is, however, little clarity on which 

measures are and are not effective, and their success is highly dependent 

on the individual jobseeker and the context in which interventions are 

deployed. A system with the greatest chance of success is therefore a 

flexible one that facilitates highly personalised solutions.

Rather than trying to figure out what works for broad groups of 

jobseekers and determining the necessary interventions centrally, 

policymakers should instead set a framework within which intervention 

decisions can be devolved right down to the personal adviser level. This 

would allow the information available to the adviser - but invisible to 

the system - to be brought to bear in decisions about the appropriate 

support for individual jobseekers. The challenge is in allowing such 

devolution without losing accountability or control of costs.

in recent years DWP has begun to take on elements of this 

design, increasing the level of flexibility for the hardest to help 

jobseekers. in doing so it has alighted on an extremely powerful tool 

to achieve the necessary flexibility, in paying non-state providers 

recommendation 1: DWP should use administrative data to 

create a labour market ‘attachment indicator’ for all claimants to 

identify and support jobseekers with broken work histories.
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by results for achieving job outcomes. Box 4.1 outlines some of the 

recent evidence for the effectiveness of payment-by-results systems 

of welfare-to-work. 

Box 4.1: the effectiveness of payment-by-results

The available evidence suggests that the flexibility to innovate and tailor 

interventions is very effective when combined with a payment-by-results 

system. Hales et al. found that under the employment Zones programme 

- a fore-runner to the Pathways and Flexible New Deal programmes, 

targeted at disadvantaged jobseekers - the job entry rate into full-time 

employment was 28%: 11 percentage points higher than for comparison 

groups.a evaluations of the Pathways to Work pilots suggested that they 

significantly increased the flow rate of people moving off benefit and into 

work. one key evaluation concluded that, a year and a half after the initial 

incapacity Benefit enquiry, participation in the programme increased the 

probability of being in paid work by 7.4 percentage points.”b  

The most authoritative evaluations of the large scale application of 

the same payment-by-results approach in Australia corroborates the view 

that the flexible commissioning strategy is effective. in the first year of 

Australia’s attempt at contracting employment services on this basis, the 

job outcome performance was similar to the previous state-run model. 

However, with the flexibility to tailor their help to jobseekers, contractors 

delivered the same rate of job outcomes at significantly lower cost while 

also achieving greater satisfaction levels from jobseekers and employers.c 

a    National centre for Social Research, evaluation of employment Zones: Report on a cohort Survey of long-

Term unemployed People in the Zones and a Matched Set of comparison Areas , by Jon Hales et al. (london: 

National centre for Social Research, 2003), 136.

b    Department for Work and Pensions, The impact of Pathways to Work, by Helen Bewley, Richard Dorsett and 

Getinet Haile (london: HMSo, 2007).

c      organisation for cooperation and Development, innovations in labour Market Policies: The Australian Way 

(Paris: oecD, 2001), 20. Productivity commission, independent Review of the Job Network (Melbourne:   

commonwealth of Australia, 2002).

under FND (for JSA claimants between 12 and 24 months) and 

Pathways (for eSA claimants after three months), providers, operating 
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in a ‘black box’ system, have the flexibility to tailor services to given 

set of jobseekers. But that flexibility is hugely limited since these 

programmes remain embedded in the system of strict segmentation 

and rationing described above. The principle of flexibility, available 

within limited sections of the system, is therefore not reflected in the 

system as a whole. 

This represents a real missed opportunity: while FND providers 

can, for example, tailor their help to a given long-term jobseeker, 

they cannot act early to prevent that person becoming long-

term unemployed in the first place. it is here, then, that flexible 

provision has the most power to improve delivery, yet it is precisely 

here that flexibility is not currently deployed and, instead, time-

based rationing is used. As the evidence on the impact of long 

spells of unemployment and the prevalence of revolving door 

employment show, flexibility over the timing of an intervention to 

support a jobseeker, just as much as flexibility over the nature of 

that intervention, is crucial to achieving cost-effective and sustained 

employment outcomes.

Allowing flexibility over the timing of interventions requires 

removing the current time-based categorisation of jobseekers. in line 

with this thinking, others have suggested that reform should move 

towards earlier referral. Professor Paul Gregg, author of the Gregg 

Review on personalised support, has suggested that the FND model be 

brought forward in the JSA claim so that jobseekers are referred to private 

providers from the sixth month of their claim.178  Merging stages three 

and four of the JSA regime in this way would certainly help, increasing 

the flexibility of support and reducing overlapping provision. Gregg also 

advocates the removal of category distinctions on the basis of disability, 

saying that “multi-client contracts can be used to deliver provision based 

on need rather than what benefit people are on.”179   

178   Department for Work and Pensions, Realising Potential: A Vision for Personalised Conditionality and Support.

179       ibid. 
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The logic of this argument - and the view of this report - is that 

reform should go further still, not only uniting the delivery of support 

for eSA and JSA claimants under one provider, but also merging all 

time-based stages of the JSA and eSA regimes. Multi-client groups 

should be assisted from the first day of their claim by a single 

employment service provider, who would be paid by results, with 

contracts allocated by competitive tender. 

A payment-by-results approach throughout the system would 

ensure that providers have the necessary flexibility to tailor interventions, 

incentives to innovate, and accountability to ensure taxpayer value for 

money. This approach would alleviate all of the problems associated 

with the current fragmented and centrally rationed approach.

 Multi-client groups of jobseekers served by the same provider from 

the first day of their claim would greatly increase caseloads for providers. 

Along with the opportunity for greater economies of scale than exist 

even under the current FND model, there are other possible advantages 

to a consolidation of provision. Higher caseloads would allow contracts 

to cover smaller geographical areas while benefiting from the same 

scale economies as currently. This would increase the scope for the 

system to leverage greater local knowledge of some service providers. 

Alternatively, regional competition between providers could be 

introduced more widely without creating unviable caseloads.

overcoming the problem of deadweight cost
The costs associated with helping the 60%180 of JSA claimants who 

180   Department for Work and Pensions, Flexible New Deal Evidence Paper (london: HMSo, 2007), 9.

recommendation 2: DWP should introduce multi-client group 

employment services to allow support to be directed according 

to individual need from the first day of benefit claims. These 

should be operated on a payment-by-results basis, with contracts 

allocated by competitive tender.
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move back into work within three months, and without support, 

are substantial and unnecessary. This is the key justification for 

setting up a number of stages with increasing levels of support 

and conditionality as the jobseeker’s claim progresses. 

Rationing in this way leads to the most disadvantaged 

jobseekers being parked at every stage of the process until they 

reach the most intensive and perhaps punitive stage of the system. 

This is a particularly unfair side-effect of the emerging welfare-to-

work regime. As well as failing the fairness test, this aspect of the 

current system fares poorly on the efficiency test, exacerbating 

the likelihood of jobseeker disengagement, with permanent 

consequences for jobseekers.

So how can removing time-based segmentation be compatible 

with cost-effective provision? The answer, as the SMF and others 

have argued before, is a system of graduated outcome payments 

under which providers are remunerated at increasing rates as they 

get more of their caseload of jobseekers into work. This is sometimes 

known as an escalator payment schedule.181 This report advocates 

extending this concept to the entire multi-client jobseeker group 

from day one of their claim. 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the fundamental differences between 

the two approaches to rationing employment support. While, 

currently, the length of unemployment spell is a key factor used 

to determine the resources available for each jobseeker, under the 

proposed system the amount of money available is related to the 

proportion of the cohort that has found work. implicitly, therefore, 

the rationing of support to jobseekers is left in the hands of 

providers who have incentives to tailor resources to need. By paying 

providers more for each additional jobseeker within a cohort who 

181    Jane Mansour and Richard Johnson, Buying Quality Performance: Procuring Effective Employment Services 

(london: WorkDirections, 2006); Mulheirn and Menne, The Flexible New Deal: Making It Work.
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enters work, the payment structure resembles the current system 

where those who take longer to find work are deemed to require 

more support. it does, however, differ from the current approach 

in that it de-links the decision on rationing from being strictly 

determined by length of claim. This creates strong incentives 

for providers to build capacity to help everyone early on in their 

claim. But, crucially, there are still incentives in place to encourage 

providers to avoid deadweight costs, since a scatter-gun approach 

to supporting all jobseekers at great cost would not be reflected in 

the payment structure on offer. 

Some have argued that removing the time-based categorisation 

of jobseekers would be more expensive than the current system of 

rationing. But to explain why this need not be the case, it is helpful to 

compare the support on offer under current and proposed systems. 

under the current system, some 60% of jobseekers have left for 

employment by the end of Stage 1. An escalator payment schedule 

could match the average per-head expenditure on Stage 1 for each 

of outcome achieved up to the 60th percentile of a given cohort of 

jobseekers. Doing the same for the following Stages would ensure 

that removing claim length categorisation would cost no more than 

the existing system. 

Figure 4.3: spend per jobseeker increases with time spent unemployed

Time spent
unemployed

£1,500
under
the FND

Resources
per head

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Flexible New Deal
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Figure 4.4: escalator payment schedule – spending increases with the 

proportion of jobseekers finding a job

Such a payment system has the advantage that it does not 

allow providers to make excessive profits on people who move into 

work of their own accord, as is the case under a uniform payment 

regime for each job start. But it also rewards them for helping the 

most excluded people. under the Pathways and FND programmes, 

by contrast, the payment providers receive for each person who 

finds employment is the same, encouraging them to focus on those 

easiest to help. Box 4.2 below explains in more detail how such a 

payment schedule would work. A graduated payment schedule, 

extended to the entire jobseeker cohort, would resolve any risks of 

significant deadweight cost.

Box 4.2: how graduated payments could work in practice

in order to allow for a real-time reward under an escalator payment, 

the mechanism could involve determining the rate at which a cohort 

of jobseekers typically finds work. contractors would then be paid 

top-ups according to the rate at which they achieve job outcomes 

compared to the expected trajectory. This would ease any cash-flow 

problems that providers might face.

Proportion of
job seekers
into work

£1,500
under
the FND

Resources
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For example, in a caseload of 100 jobseekers referred to a provider, 

in order to be on-target to achieve job outcomes for 50% of clients 

after 12 months, it might be expected that 10 would have found a job 

by the end of month one, 8 by the end of month two, 6 by months 

three, and so on. The typical rate of job entry could be determined 

from administrative data. Performance above the expected trajectory 

– e.g. getting 11 people into work in month one, or 9 into work in 

month two, for example – would put the provider on course to 

perform better than expected and get further into the caseload than 

anticipated. This would therefore entitle them to a top-up payment.

An alternative approach would involve making retrospective 

payments to providers once a full cohort had passed through the 

programme. While this would potentially have cash-flow implications, 

the large volumes of jobseekers involved would increase certainty for 

providers, allowing them to raise private finance in anticipation of 

future income.

The combination of a single integrated employment service, 

operating on a payment-by-results basis underpinned by an escalator 

payment profile would be an extremely powerful combination 

of reforms. it would allow providers the resources and flexibility to 

identify the level of support that individual jobseekers require in the 

most effective way, and to deploy the appropriate type of intervention 

to help them.  But an outstanding question is whether this proposal 

implies an end to state provision of employment services.

should provision be public, private or third sector-led?
if there is to be one, multi-client employment service provider in 

a given region, an obvious question that arises is whether that 

provider should be Jobcentre Plus or a non-state contractor. As 

already discussed, there is significant evidence that non-state 

contractors operating under a payment-by-results system can 

achieve more effective results at lower cost than can Jobcentre Plus 

operating under centrally driven resource allocation. But drawing 

conclusions about the relative performance of state and non-state 
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providers on this basis is to compare apples and oranges. it is not 

clear whether the success of payment-by-results is to do with the 

private or third sector contractors themselves, or simply related 

to the greater flexibility that these providers enjoy compared to 

Jobcentre Plus. 

it is not the authors’ view that either state, private or third 

sector providers have an intrinsic ability to deliver employment 

services better than the others. But, consistent with a social market 

approach, it is reasonable to conclude that the complexity of the 

tailored services and the importance of rapid innovation mean 

that a pluralistic, market-based approach is likely to be key element 

of a fair and efficient employment service. There are two reasons 

why provision might be more effectively carried out by a range of 

organisations, from whichever sector, operating under a payment-

by-results model, and subject to a competitive tendering process.

1.  First, payment-by-results, rather than payments for 

process which providers from all three sectors currently 

enjoy, encourages innovation in service delivery and 

effective use of resources.182 

2.  Second, a pluralistic competitive environment – including 

public, private and third sector providers – operating 

in different geographic areas, limits the risks associated 

with providers trying new approaches in their area that 

may succeed or fail. it also increases the chances that the 

system will throw up new and innovative solutions. By 

contrast, a single national provider like Jobcentre Plus is 

understandably risk averse, relying instead on a ponderous 

pilot-and-evaluate model of service improvement.

Within such a system, then, the importance of the market element lies 

not in the involvement of non-state providers per se, but in its power 

182  Productivity commission, Independent Review of the Job Network, Section 3.21.
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to encourage innovation and, crucially, to speed up the adoption of 

new approaches to helping jobseekers. None of these things preclude 

a continued role for a state employment service provider.

indeed there are at least two arguments for actively seeking 

the continued involvement of state services in a mixed economy 

of service provision. First, where jobseekers are able to choose their 

service provider (under FND jobseekers can choose between two 

providers in 10 of the 14 Phase 1 areas), there is a strong argument for 

allowing state provision as one of those options. This is because the 

public service ethos may, or may be perceived to, give jobseekers a 

better service. Second, by its continued involvement in the market, 

the state can better understand the incentives faced by other actors 

and thereby limit the scope for gaming.

So far, this chapter has sought to outline key elements of the 

ideal system of welfare-to-work. evidence suggests that the changes 

recommended here could substantially improve performance – in 

terms of both job outcomes and jobseeker satisfaction – and limit 

costs in the sector. But experience also indicates that this framework 

is only as good as the incentives providers face. The third and final 

element of a system that fosters sustained employment outcomes is 

therefore the incentive structure that sets out exactly what providers 

are rewarded for achieving. 

3. outcoMes: well-desIgned sustaInaBIlIty targets

Shifting the whole system away from a process- to an outcome-

driven structure is advocated on the grounds that it gives providers 

recommendation 3:  All sectors should be involved in a mixed 

market of provision to facilitate richer choice for jobseekers and 

allow government to identify and close loopholes for gaming the 

system.
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flexibility and makes them entirely accountable for success or failure. 

However, the question of what success really looks like and how it can 

be measured is not as simple as it might at first seem. Some thought 

must therefore go into exactly what results the state should pay for. 

There are two important elements to how payments are 

structured that should be considered. First, to achieve sustained 

employment, regardless of whether or not it occurs under an 

integrated system, job sustainability targets across all parts of 

the system are essential. Second, the nature of the sustainability 

target is important if services are to be made to work with the grain 

of, rather than ignore, the turbulent labour market. evidence in 

chapter 3 showed just how strongly providers follow the incentives 

that are set for them in a payment-by-results system. This makes it 

all the more important that targets are carefully designed to avoid 

perverse incentives and unintended outcomes, and achieve value 

for money.

sustainability target range
in terms of the appropriate ‘range’ of sustainability targets, currently 

there is little clarity on appropriate timeframes that should define 

success. While Pathways and FND providers are paid for achieving 

sustained outcomes for three and six months, the authors’ 

discussions with providers revealed that little outcome data, 

beyond that required by Government programmes, is collected. 

This makes it difficult to assess what the appropriate timeframe 

should be. 

evidence on retention targets shows that retention payments 

are a powerful incentive to increase sustainability, but that targets 

that are too short can lead to abruptly falling retention once 

achieved.183 Recent analysis undertaken by the SMF suggests that, for 

the long-term unemployed, at least 12-month sustainability targets 

183   See Department for Work and Pensions, Flexible New Deal Evidence Paper, 27-28.
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would be warranted.184 NAo analysis suggests that the break-even 

point for many employment programmes is much beyond that, 

at 22 months’ sustained employment.185 consequently, the NAo 

concludes that 13 week sustainability targets “fall short of the point 

at which most employment programmes deliver a positive return 

on investment.” This implies that an effective retention target is 

probably somewhere around a year for many programmes. uK 

employment law affords employees greater rights after the first 

year of employment. The sustainability target for providers should 

reflect this legislation and be set at just over one year, or 53 weeks. 

Sustainability payments could be a more efficient incentive if 

they were designed according to a graduated payment model to 

limit the problem of deadweight cost. in a recent SMF publication, 

it was suggested that retention payments only be made once 

providers achieve greater than expected levels of retention.186 A 

still more sophisticated model would apply the escalator payment 

model to reflect the varying difficulties of achieving sustained 

employment for different jobseekers. 

Payment structure
Achieving sustained employment outcomes is, however, not just 

a matter of setting longer range sustainability targets. As the 

evidence of chapter 1 made clear, the real challenge is to structure 

those incentives to ensure that service providers use temporary 

184    House of commons committee of Public Accounts, Sustainable Employment: Supporting People to Stay in 

Work and Advance; Department for Work and Pensions, Job Retention and Advancement in Employment: 

Review of Research Evidence, 7; Mulheirn and Menne, The Flexible New Deal: Making It Work.

185   National Audit office, Sustainable Employment: Supporting People to Stay in Work and Advance, 17

186   Mulheirn and Menne, The Flexible New Deal: Making It Work.

recommendation 4: DWP should introduce 53-week sustainability 

targets across all employment services, including Jobcentre Plus, 

matched by an escalator payment. 
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employment opportunities as stepping stones to permanent 

employment rather than dead ends.

under the Pathways and FND programmes at present, reasonable 

small payments are made for achieving six-month outcomes. A clear 

danger with strong cash incentives for sustained outcomes is that 

they can bias providers away from helping those jobseekers they 

consider least likely to stick at the new job. They also risk making 

providers averse to promoting temporary employment at all, when 

in fact temporary jobs are an important part of the uK labour market. 

 

But there need not be such a tension between sustained 

employment and any employment. Rather, incentives for providers 

need to strike a balance between being heavily geared to achieving 

one sustained job or, on the other hand, achieving one short-term 

job. if temporary spells of employment can contribute to securing 

permanent work in the long-term, as some analysts suggest,187  

personal advisers need to face incentives to ensure that temporary 

opportunities are taken by jobseekers, and that their cases continue 

to receive support, after the end of the employment spell, to find 

the next job quickly. Rather than jobseekers returning to the start 

of the JSA regime, as they currently do, the clear need is to create 

incentives for providers to take on more of a brokerage approach 

to employment support.

To achieve this outcome, temporary jobs must be allowed to 

count towards the overall spell of employment on which outcome 

payments are made. Providers’ performance should therefore be 

assessed on a cumulative rather than point-in-time definition of 

187    Marloes Zijl, Gerard van den Berg and Arjan Heyma, Stepping Stones for the Unemployed: The Effect of 

Temporary Jobs on the Duration Until Regular Work (Bonn: institute for the Study of labour, 2004), 42.
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job outcomes or sustainability.188 So, as well as paying for longer-

term job outcomes, payment-by-results should reward providers 

for achieving job outcomes on a cumulative basis: a significant 

proportion of their payment should be made for every day, over 

the given period, that their client remains in paid employment. 

188    under FND there will be some limited encouragement for providers to try to re-employ their clients who 

fail to sustain. Providers will be paid for 26-week outcomes if their clients have been in work for 22 of 

the 26 weeks. Four weeks’ leeway makes it possible for clients to leave a job, as long as they are quickly 

helped to secure another. But the binary nature of the reward available and the very short window for 

finding new work for the given jobseeker makes it unlikely that this will be sufficient. 

recommendation 5:  Providers should recieve an outcome 

payment that is proportional to the amount of time their client 

spends in employment over a given period, rather than based on 

snapshot assessments.
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conclusIon

This chapter has argued that while the direction of welfare reform 

in the uK is the right one, there remain a number of areas in which a 

fundamental rethink of the assumptions underpinning the current 

approach is needed to achieve fairer, more sustained outcomes 

more efficiently. 

•	  A labour market attachment indicator would allow a 

better understanding of jobseekers’ recent work history 

- a crucial piece of information to enable providers 

to identify and help claimants struggling to sustain 

employment.

•	  in each geographic area, a system of integrated, multi-

client employment service providers, paid by results 

and subject to competitive tender, is needed to deliver 

employment support services to all jobseekers from the 

first day of their claim. An escalator payment schedule is 

a necessary part of such a model. A mixed market of state 

and non-state providers is desirable.

•	  longer sustained employment targets must be adopted 

for all categories of jobseeker. These should be combined 

with cumulative definitions of sustained employment as 

the basis on which providers are financially rewarded for 

helping their clients into work.

Recent innovations have established the building blocks for a 

modern employment service. The proposals of this report provide 

a blueprint for the direction of reform over the next decade. A 

focus on sustained employment offers the prospect of delivering 

a step-change to the fairness and efficiency in the welfare-to-work 

system of the future.
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